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EXACT SEQUENCES AND ESTIMATES FOR THE B-PROBLEM
DEBRAJ CHAKRABARTI AND PHILLIP S. HARRINGTON
Abstract. We study Sobolev estimates for solutions of the inhomogenous Cauchy-
Riemann equations on annuli in Cn, by constructing exact sequences relating the Dol-
beault cohomology of the annulus with respect to Sobolev spaces of forms with those of
the envelope and the hole. We also obtain solutions with prescibed support and estimates
in Sobolev spaces using our method.
1. Introduction
The theory of L2 and Sobolev estimates for the solutions to the B-problem (i.e., the in-
homogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equations) on domains in Cn is a classical topic in complex
analysis. Quite naturally, the main focus has been on pseudoconvex domains, where the
positivity needed to establish the required a priori estimates is available. Some of these
results can be extended to certain non-pseudoconvex domains satisfying weaker positivity
conditions such as Zpqq (also called aq or Aq) or weak q-convexity (see [Ho¨r65, FK72,
Ho91]).
Another fruitful approach to the study of the B-problem has been to concentrate on
the simplest class of non-pseudoconvex domains, the annuli. By an annulus, we mean a
bounded domain Ω Ă Cn which can be represented in the form
Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 (1.1)
where Ω1 and Ω2 are bounded open sets in C
n, with Ω2 Ă Ω1, and Ω1 connected. We
say that Ω1 is the envelope and Ω2 the hole of the annulus Ω, where it is not assumed
that the hole Ω2 is connected. In [Sha85], Shaw considered the question of solvability
and regularity of the B-problem on an annulus where the envelope and the hole were
both smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domains, using an adaptation of the weighted B-
Neumann technique of Kohn ([Koh73]). Subsequently, it was realized that one could
relate the function theory on the annulus with those of the hole and annulus and thus avoid
solving the B-equations directly on the annulus (see [Sha10, Sha11, LS13, LTS13, CSLT18,
FLTS17] and subsequent work on this theme). The goal of this paper is to understand
and extend this method using elementary homological algebra and functional analysis of
non-Hausdorff topological vector spaces (TVS). A consequence of our investigations is
the following characterization of annuli in which the B-problem can be solved with L2-
estimates:
Corollary 1.1 (to Theorem 1.1 below). Let n be a positive integer and 0 ď p, q ď n. The
following are equivalent for an annulus Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 in C
n:
(1) Hp,q
L2
pΩq “ 0
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(2) Hp,q
L2
pΩ1q “ 0 and H
p,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q “ 0.
Here Hp,q
L2
pDq denotes the well-known L2-Dolbeault cohomology of the domain D, the
obstruction to solving the B-problem with L2-estimates. The statement Hp,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q “ 0
means the following: if f is a pp, q ` 1q-current on Cn with coefficients in the L2-Sobolev
space W´1pCnq and support in Ω2 such that Bf “ 0, then there is a pp, qq-current u, again
with coefficients in the L2-Sobolev spaceW´1pCnq and again with support in Ω2 such that
Bu “ f ; i.e., the B-problem can be solved with prescribed support on Ω2 and estimates in
the W´1-Sobolev norm.
As Corollary 1.1 shows, to understand the L2 solvability of the B-problem on non-
pseudoconvex domains we are led to the consideration of Sobolev cohomologies, including
cohomologies with prescribed support. Two important types of such cohomologies in this
paper are the maximal W s-cohomology Hp,qW spDq of a domain, measuring the obstruction
to solving the B-problem with estimates in the L2-Sobolev space W s, and the minimal
W s-cohomology Hp,qc,W spDq, encountered in Corollary 1.1 for s “ ´1, which measures the
solvability of the B-problem with prescribed support. These are the Sobolev analogs of
the well-known maximal and minimal L2-realizations of the B-operator (see [CS12]). The
precise definitions may be found in Section 2 below, but at this point we want to emphasize
that in view of applications like Corollary 1.1, we allow Sobolev spaces of both positive
and negative orders.
While solvability of the B-problem with estimates in a certain norm corresponds to the
vanishing of the corresponding cohomology groups, for non-pseudoconvex domains, the
existence of estimates correspond to whether the groups are Hausdorff, or equivalently,
whether the B-operator has closed range. For example, the group Hp,qW spDq is defined to
the quotient topological vector space Zp,qW spDq{B
p,q
W spDq, where Z
p,q
W spDq is the space of
B-closed pp, qq-forms with coefficients in W spDq, and Bp,qW spDq is the subspace of B-exact
forms. The space Zp,qW spDq is an inner product space (as a subspace ofW
s
p,qpDq, the space of
pp, qq-forms with coefficients in W spDq). We endow the group Hp,qW spDq with the quotient
topology, which is Hausdorff if and only if Bp,qW spDq is closed in Z
p,q
W spDq.
Such non-Hausdorff topologies have long been understood as being an important feature
of Dolbeault cohomology. In our case, we have the additional feature that our cohomologies
are quotients of inner product spaces. As a result, the cohomology groups of this paper have
the structure of semi-inner-product spaces, i.e., there is a sesquilinear form which is non-
negative definite, and compatible with the topology (see Section A.1 below). Further, a
semi-inner product space X, like other not-necessarily-Hausdorff topological vector spaces,
has a topological decomposition as a direct sum (see Proposition A.2):
X – RedpXq ‘ IndpXq, (1.2)
where we define the indiscrete part of X to be the subspace
IndpXq “ tx P X : }x} “ 0u, (1.3)
which is easily verified to be a closed subspace of X which has the indiscrete topology,
i.e., the only nonempty open subset of IndpXq is IndpXq itself. We define the reduced form
of X to be the quotient space
RedpXq “ X{ IndpXq, (1.4)
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which is a normed (and therefore Hausdorff) space. In an appendix at the end of the
paper, we sketch the basic facts about not-necessarily-Hausdorff topological vector spaces
which arise as cohomology groups.
One of our main results is:
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 Ă C
n be a bounded annulus. Let s be an integer, 0 ď q ď n,
and 0 ď p ď n. The following sequence of semi-inner-product spaces and continuous linear
maps is exact:
0Ñ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ1q
R
p,q
˚
ÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq
λp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q Ñ 0, (1.5)
where Rp,q˚ is the restriction map on cohomology, and λ
p,q is defined as:
λp,q
ˆ
rf sHp,q
Ws`1pΩq
˙
“
”`
BEf
˘ˇˇ
Ω2
ı
H
p,q
c,Ws
pΩ2q
for f P Zp,q
W s`1pΩq
, (1.6)
where E : W s`1pΩq Ñ W s`1pCnq is an extension map acting coefficientwise (see (2.1)
below).
A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (and Theorem 3.1 below) is the construc-
tion of a Sobolev-Dolbeault analog of the relative cohomology of a topological space with
respect to a subspace. We call this analog the extendable cohomology (see Section 2.2 be-
low). The analogous construction for the de Rham cohomology is well-known (see [God71,
Chapitre XII]). In many ways, the extendable cohomology, while easy to define, is patho-
logical: for example, the B-operator defining it is not a closed operator, unlike the standard
maximal or minimal realizations. What still allows us to prove results like the above is
the the fact that the extendable cohomology of Sobolev order s is isomorphic to the usual
Sobolev cohomology of order s`1 (Theorem 2.1 below). The key ingredient here is interior
regularity of the B-problem.
A second result of the same type as Theorem 1.1 can be obtained by applying the same
ideas to a different short exact sequence (3.10), but this time we obtain a single long exact
sequence (3.9) rather than a separate short exact sequence for each q . We state and prove
this result in a general form in Section 3.3 below, using the notion of a mixed realization,
but note here the following consequence:
Corollary 1.2 (to Theorem 3.1 below; see Section 3.4). Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 Ă C
n be a
bounded annulus. Let s be an integer, and let 0 ď p ď n. The following sequence of
semi-inner-product spaces and continuous linear maps is exact:
¨ ¨ ¨
Sp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qc,W spΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qc,W spΩ1q
Sp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q
ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(1.7)
where the maps Sp,q, ℓp,q and pEH˚ q
p,q are defined in Section 3.2.3 below.
Mayer-Vietoris type arguments as above are, of course, classical in complex analysis
(see, e.g., [AH72a, AH72b, AHLoM76]).
Section 4 is devoted to applications of the exact sequences established in Theorems 1.1
and 3.1 to questions about function theory on annuli. As preliminaries, we discuss the
Sobolev analog of Serre duality as well as recall the vanishing results for Sobolev co-
homologies of pseudoconvex domains which will be used. Instead of trying to state
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the most general results in this vein, we consider examples illuminating the possibil-
ities and limitations of our method. We prove Sobolev versions of several results of
[Sha10, Sha11, LS13, LTS13, CSLT18, FLTS17] on the way.
While in Section 4, we used vanishing results for cohomology on pseudoconvex domains
in conjunction with our exact sequences to obtain information about annuli, in Section 5,
we change the point of view and apply known results about annuli, along with our exact
sequences, to deduce new results about the cohomology of pseudoconvex domains. In
particular, we obtain vanishing results for the minimal W s-cohomologies of pseudocon-
vex domains and annuli (Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 below), i.e., we are able to solve the
B-problem in Cn, with estimates in a Sobolev space W s, with prescribed support in a
pseudoconvex domain or in an annulus. By dualizing, we also are able to obtain, for the
first time, solutions of the B-problem with estimates in Sobolev spaces of negative order
(see Corollaries 5.4 and 5.6 below). It is well-known that solvability with prescribed sup-
port is closely related to the extension of Bb-closed forms on the boundary of a domain,
and in particular to the Hartogs-Bochner phenomenon for degree pp, 1q (see [CS01, LTS19,
Section 9.1] and Proposition 5.1 below). When we are in the L2-setting, such a solution
with L2-estimates can be constructed starting from the L2-canonical solution operator.
However, we show that this L2-solution in general does not admit Sobolev estimates for
s ď ´2 (see Proposition 5.7 below).
We have therefore obtained in Proposition 5.3 a solution to the B-problem which shows
better behavior in some Sobolev spaces than the canonical solution. Perhaps one should
not be surprised by this, since the canonical solution is the solution of the B-problem with
smallest L2-norm, so if it exists it is only guaranteed to be regular in the L2-sense. The
fact that it sometimes satisfies Sobolev estimates is a consequence of Sobolev estimates
on the B-Neumann operator, which may or may or may not hold. It is well-known that
by using a strictly plurisubharmonic weight smooth up to the boundary, one can obtain
Sobolev estimates for the B-problem for the weighted canonical solution (see [Koh73]).
Even this technique does not work in situations like the polydisc (see [Ehs03]). However,
in [CSLT18], aW 1-Sobolev estimate was obtained for the B-problem on the polydisc, using
an argument in many ways similar to that in Proposition 5.3. This raises the question of the
relation of the methods of this paper with an old and difficult question, that of developing a
W s-theory of the B-problem, in analogy to the classical L2-theory. The hypothetical basic
estimate of such a theory would bound
››Bu››2
W s
`
›››B˚W su›››2
W s
from below, where u is a form
on a pseudoconvex domain D, which lies in Ap,qW spDq X DompB
˚
W sq, where A
p,q
W spDq is the
domain of the maximal realization of B as defined in Section 2 below, and B
˚
W s is the adjoint
of the maximal realization with respect in theW s-space. Notice that on smoothly bounded
pseudoconvex domains, the regularity of the weighted canonical solution in Sobolev spaces
already implies that such a Sobolev basic estimate must hold. But, based on the Sobolev
estimates on polydiscs and on solutions with prescribed support, we can perhaps suspect
that such an estimate holds on much wider classes of pseudoconvex domains. While the
question of W s-estimates is very natural, at present very little is known regarding this
problem in general domains (see, however, [Boa84, Boa85, FKP99, FKP01]).
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2. Sobolev Realizations of the B-operator
2.1. Sobolev spaces. In this paper, we consider the B-operator acting distributionally
on certain Sobolev spaces of currents on a domain D Ă Cn. We call such an operator a
realization of the B-operator. We use Sobolev spaces on domains which are not necessarily
smooth or even Lipschitz, and also Sobolev spaces of negative index. Extensive information
on Sobolev spaces may be found in texts such as [LM72] and, for Lipschitz domains,
[Gri85]. Here we recall some definitions and facts, and set up notation.
For real s, the Sobolev space W spRdq consists of tempered distributions whose Fourier
transforms satisfy the condition
W spRdq “
"
f P S 1pRdq : pf P L1locpRdq and }f}2W spRdq :“ ż
Rd
ˇˇˇ pfpξqˇˇˇ2 p1` |ξ|2qsdV pξq ă 8* .
It is well-known that
‚ W spRdq is a Hilbert space.
‚ if s is a non-negative integer then W spRdq can also be thought of as the space of
functions all of whose partial derivatives of order up to s are in L2pRdq.
‚ The dual of W spRdq can be conjugate-linearly and isometrically identified with
W´spRdq by the pairing f, g ÞÑ
ş
Rd
pfpgdV .
Here, we will usually only consider the case when s is an integer. This is to avoid certain
pathologies that arise when s ´ 1
2
is an integer. In particular, we need to know that the
closure of the space of compactly supported functions with respect to the Sobolev norm
is equivalent to the space of functions which remain in the Sobolev space when extended
by zero; see Corollary 1.4.4.5 in [Gri85]. We note, however, that many of our results
(including the main exact sequences (1.5) and (3.9)) do continue to hold for arbitrary real
s.
For a domain D Ă Rd, we let W spDq mean the space of restrictions of distributions in
W spRdq to D, which is a Hilbert space with the norm
}f}W spDq “ inf
FPW spRdq
F |D“f
}F }W spRdq .
This is one of the standard definitions of Sobolev spaces on domains if s ě 0, when it
is standard to denote it by W spDq (see, e.g., [CS01]). We have adopted the notation
of [Gri85] (see Theorem 1.4.3.1 in [Gri85] for proof that this definition is equivalent to
other standard definitions when s ą 0 and D is bounded with Lipschitz boundary). We
emphasize here that we use the definition above also for negative s. When s ă 0, it is
more conventional to define W spDq to be the dual to W´s0 pDq. However, this space does
not necessarily admit a bounded linear extension operator E : W spDq Ñ W spRnq, which
will be critical to our constructions. Hence, we work with the space W spDq, which admits
an extension operator by definition.
We can isometrically identifyW spDq with the quotient Hilbert spaceW spRdq{ZsD, where
ZsD ĂW
spRdq is the closed subspace given by
ZsD “ tf PW
spRdq : f |D “ 0u.
Thanks to the isomorphismW spDq “ pZsDq
K, which identifiesW spDq as a closed subspace
of W spRdq, we obtain a bounded linear extension operator
E : W spDq ÑW spRdq, (2.1)
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which associates with an f P W spDq an element F P W spRdq such that F |D “ f and
}F }W spRdq “ }f}W spDq. In particular, Ef will be the unique extension of f of minimal
norm in W spRdq.
The isomorphism W spDq –W spRdq{ZsD gives the description of the dual
W spDq1 “ tφ PW spRdq1 : φ|Zs
D
“ 0u
“ tφ PW spRdq1 : for f PW spRdq, if f |D “ 0 then φpfq “ 0u.
Notice the smooth compactly supported functions are in W spRdq. Identifying W spRdq1
with W´spRdq via the L2-pairing, we have an isomorphism
W spDq1 – tφ PW´spRdq : supportpφq Ă Du.
We let W t0pDq be the subspace of W
tpDq consisting of the images in W tpDq of those
f P W tpRdq which are supported in D. If we think of W t0pDq as a space of “distributions
on D,” an element f P W t0pDq has a zero extension, i.e., a distribution Z f P W
tpRdq
which vanishes on RdzD and coincides with f on D. Then we have the isomorphism
W spDq1 “W´s0 pDq,
where the pairing of the two spaces is given by
f, g ÞÑ
ż
Rd
xEf ¨yZ g dV.
Recall other standard definitions of Sobolev spaces on domains. For a positive integer
s, let W spDq be the space of functions on D all whose partial derivatives of order up to s
are in L2pDq. This is a Hilbert space with the well-known standard norm. Let W s0 pDq be
the closure in W spDq of the subspace DpDq of compactly supported forms. For s ă 0, let
W spDq be the dual of W´s0 pDq. There is an injective continuous map W
spDq Ñ W spDq
given by f ÞÑ Ef |D, where E is as in (2.1). Via this map, we will consider W
spDq as a
subspace of W spDq. We note the following standard facts (see [Gri85]):
Proposition 2.1. The following hold:
(1) W spDq ĂW spDq Ă D1pDq, with continuous inclusions.
(2) C8pDq is dense in W spDq and DpDq is dense in W s0 pDq
(3) if s ě 0 and D is Lipschitz then W spDq “W spDq, with equivalent norms.
(4) If s ď 1
2
and D is Lipschitz then W spDq “ W s0 pDq so for s ď
1
2
the extension
operator E of (2.1) coincides with the zero extension operator.
2.2. The three standard realizations. Let D be a bounded domain in Cn. We let
W sp,qpDq and pW
s
0 qp,qpDq denote the Hilbert spaces of currents with coefficients in W
spDq
and W s0 pDq respectively. We introduce three standard realizations of the B-operator on
Sobolev spaces on D which will play a central role in what follows. Each realization is
specified by defining its domain Ap,q
d,W s
pDq, which is a subspace of the space W sp,qpDq of
currents whose coefficients belong to the Sobolev space W spDq.
(1) For 0 ď p, q ď n, let Ap,qW spDq consist of those u PW
s
p,qpDq such that Bu P W
s
p,q`1pDq,
where Bu is computed in the sense of distributions. The W s-graph norm of f P Ap,qW spDq
is defined by
}f}2Ap,q
Ws
pDq “ }f}
2
W spDq `
››Bf››2
W spDq
, (2.2)
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which makes Ap,qW spDq into a normed linear space, and an inner product space with the
obvious inner product that induces this norm. We say that Ap,qW spDq is the domain of the
(maximal) W s-realization of the B-operator, or simply the Sobolev realization if the order
s is understood.
(2) We denote
A
p,q
c,W spDq “ A
p,q
W spDq X pW
s
0 qp,qpDq.
In other words, Ap,qc,W spDq consists of those f P A
p,q
W spDq for which there is an F P A
p,q
W spC
nq
such that F |D “ f , and F ” 0 on C
nzD.
Notice that by definition, there is bounded linear zero extension operator
Z : Ap,qc,W spDq Ñ A
p,q
W spC
nq, (2.3)
which maps a current f to a current Z f such that Z f |D “ f and Z f |CzD “ 0.
(3) We define the extendable (Sobolev) realization Ap,qext,W spDq to consist of those cur-
rents f P Ap,qW spDq for which there exists an F P A
p,q
W spC
nq such that F |D “ f . We endow
A
p,q
ext,W spDq with the graph norm (2.2), which makes it into an inner-product space which
is not necessarily complete. Notice that we have the inclusions of subspaces
A
p,q
c,W spDq Ă A
p,q
ext,W spDq Ă A
p,q
W spDq,
where (depending on s and D) the inclusions can be strict. Notice that Ap,qext,W spDq ‰
A
p,q
W spDq means precisely that there is a current f P A
p,q
W spDq such that f extends to an
element F of Ap,qW spC
nq and Bf extends to an element G of Ap,q`1W s pDq, but we cannot have
BF “ G for such extensions.
2.3. The associated cochain complex. Let 0 ď p ď n, and let Ap,q
d,W s
pDq stand for any
one of Ap,qW spDq, A
p,q
c,W spDq or A
p,q
ext,W spDq (the same one for each q). Each of the three
W s-realizations of the B-operator on a domain D Ă Cn defined in Section 2.2 defines a
cochain complex in the sense of homological algebra (see [Lan02, Chapter XX, §1 ]) :
A
p,0
d,W s
pDq
B
ÝÑ Ap,1
d,W s
pDq
B
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
B
ÝÑ Ap,n
d,W s
pDq, (2.4)
where in each case B acts in the sense of distributions. Endowed with the inner product
corresponding to the graph norm (2.2), this is a cochain complex of inner-product spaces.
Notice that the differential B is continuous in each degree from the definition. We denote
this cochain complex by Ap,˚
d,W s
pDq.
The space of cocycles defined by
Z
p,q
d,W s
pDq “ ker
!
B : Ap,q
d,W s
pDq Ñ Ap,q`1
d,W s
pDq
)
is a closed subspace of Ap,q
d,W s
pDq, by the continuity of B in the graph norm. We say that
a realization is closed if each Ap,q
d,W s
pDq is a Hilbert space in the graph norm. It is not
difficult to see that Ap,˚W spDq and A
p,˚
c,W spDq are closed (see below, Proposition 2.2, part 2).
On the other hand one can show that the extendable realization Ap,˚ext,W spDq is not closed
in general. For a closed realization, Zp,q
d,W s
pDq is also a closed subspace of W sp,qpDq (and
therefore a Hilbert space in the norm of W sp,qpDq).
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The space of coboundaries
B
p,q
d,W s
pDq “ img
!
B : Ap,q´1
d,W s
pDq Ñ Ap,q
d,W s
pDq
)
is contained in Zp,q
d,W s
pDq since B
2
“ 0. The cohomology groups of the complex (2.4) are
the vector spaces
H
p,q
d,W s
pDq “ Zp,q
d,W s
pDq{Bp,q
d,W s
pDq.
As the quotient of the inner product space Zp,q
d,W s
pDq by the subspace Bp,q
d,W s
pDq, the
cohomology group Hp,q
d,W s
pDq has the structure of a semi-inner-product (SIP) space, as ex-
plained in Proposition A.3 below, where it is shown that Hp,q
d,W s
pDq has a natural sesquilin-
ear form x, y (the semi-inner-product), which differs from a genuine inner-product only
in the fact that xx, xy
1
2 is a semi-norm, and not necessarily a norm (i.e., we may have
xx, xy
1
2 “ 0 for x ‰ 0).
Since Hp,q
d,W s
pDq is the quotient of two topological vector spaces, it has the natural
quotient topology. It is well-known that this topology is not necessarily Hausdorff. In
fact, it is Hausdorff if and only if Bp,q
d,W s
pDq is closed as a subspace of Zp,q
d,W s
pDq. It will be
seen from Proposition A.3 below that the quotient topology of Hp,q
d,W s
pDq is also induced
by the semi-inner-product through its associated semi-norm. Therefore, the use of the
semi-inner-product structure provides a concrete approach to working with the otherwise
pathological non-Hausdorff topologies that one encounters in this investigation.
We denote by
H
p,q
W spDq,H
p,q
c,W spDq,H
p,q
ext,W spDq
the W s-cohomology, the minimal W s-cohomology, and the extendable cohomology respec-
tively, which are by definition the cohomologies associated with the three realizations
introduced in Section 2.2.
2.4. Some basic properties.
Proposition 2.2. Let D be a bounded domain in Cn, let 0 ď p ď n and let s be an integer.
(1) We have
A
p,0
W spDq Ă pW
s`1
loc qp,0pDq XW
s
p,0pDq.
(2) For each 0 ď q ď n, the inner product spaces Ap,qW spDq and A
p,q
c,W spDq are Hilbert
spaces, i.e., each of them is complete in the graph norm; consequently, both the
Sobolev and minimal realizations are closed.
(3) Assume that D is Lipschitz. In the graph norm (2.2), the subspace C8p,qpDq of
forms smooth up to the boundary is dense in Ap,qW spDq.
(4) Assume that D is Lipschitz. In the graph norm (2.2), the subspace Dp,qpDq of
smooth compactly supported forms is dense in Ap,qc,W spDq.
(5) Hp,0c,W spDq “ 0.
(6) Let D1 be a bounded open set such that D Ť D1 Ă Cn. Then for each f P
A
p,q
ext,W spDq, there is an
rf P Ap,qc,W spD1q, the minimal realization on D1, such thatrf |D “ f .
(7) Let D Ă Cn be a bounded domain, let 0 ď p ď n, and let s be an integer. Then:
W s`1p,0 pDq “ A
p,0
ext,W spDq.
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Proof. (1) Notice that by definition a form belongs to Ap,0W spDq if and only if each coefficient
function belongs to the space of functions A0,0W spDq. Therefore, we can assume without
loss of generality that p “ 0.
Let U and V be open subsets such that U Ť V Ť D, and let χ be a smooth compactly
supported function on Cn such that χ ” 1 on U and χ is supported inside V . Now let
f P A0,0W spDq, and set g “ χ ¨ f , where g is understood to be extended by zero outside D.
Then since pg “ pχ ˚ pf , we easily conclude that g P W spCnq. Similarly, we can see that
Bg PW s0,1pC
nq, i.e., for each j, the derivative
Bg
Bzj
PW spCnq. (2.5)
Denoting as usual the coordinates of Cn by pz1, . . . , znq, with zj “ xj ` iyj, we denote the
corresponding Fourier variables by ζj “ ξj ` iηj. Then notice thatyBg
Bzj
“
1
2
"ˆ
B
Bxj
` i
B
Byj
˙
g
* p
“
1
2
¨ 2πipξj ` iηjqpg “ πiζjpg.
Therefore (2.5) gives that for each j we haveż
Cn
|ζj |
2 |pgpζq|2 p1` |ζ|2qsdV pζq ă 8.
Summing this from j “ 1 to n, and also adding the inequality
ş
Cn
|pgpζq|2 p1`|ζ|2qsdV pζq ă
8 (since g PW spCnq), we conclude thatż
Cn
|pgpζq|2 p1` |ζ|2qs`1dV pζq ă 8,
i.e., g PW s`1pCnq.
Notice that g|U “ f |U . Therefore, each point of D has a neighborhood U such that
f |U PW
s`1pUq. It follows that f P W s`1loc pDq.
(2) Let tfju Ă A
p,q
W spDq be a Cauchy sequence in the graph norm. Then there exist
f P W sp,qpDq and g P W
s`1
p,q`1pDq such that fj Ñ f in W
s
p,qpDq and Bfj Ñ g in W
s
p,q`1pDq.
Thanks to the continuous inclusion of the Sobolev space W sp,qpDq in the space D
1
p,qpDq of
currents, the latter assumption implies g “ Bf , so fj Ñ f in the graph norm.
Since Ap,qc,W spDq is a closed subspace of A
p,q
W spDq, it is therefore a Hilbert space in the
subspace topology.
(3) The proof follows the same lines as the classical argument for s “ 0, which may be
found, e.g., in [Str10, Proposition 2.3, part (ii)]. After using a partition of unity on D, we
only need to consider the case of a form u supported compactly in a neighborhood U in Ω
of a point P P bΩ. Since the boundary bΩ is Lipschitz, there is a cone Γ in Cn with vertex
at the origin and an a ą 0 such that whenever z P U X Ω, ζ P Γ, and |ζ| ă a we have
z´ ζ P Ω. We choose a cutoff φ P C80 pΓXBp0, aqq with φ ě 0 and
ş
φ “ 1, where Bp0, aq is
an open ball with center at the origin and radius a ą 0. For ǫ ą 0 set φǫpzq “ ǫ
´2nφ
`
z
ǫ
˘
,
and let Eu P W sp,qpC
nq be the extension given by (2.1) (recall here that u and Bu have
coefficients in W spU q). Then one can verify that as ǫÑ 0, the restriction pφǫ ˚Euq|Ω Ñ u
in the graph norm. For details see [Str10].
(4) Here, we follow the proof of [CS01, Lemma 4.3.2, part (ii)]. Using a partition of unity,
we may assume that D is star-shaped with a center at 0. For u P Ap,qc,W spDq, we let Z u
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denote the zero extension as in (2.3), and note that BZ u “ Z Bu by definition. For ǫ ą 0,
we define u˜´ǫpzq “ Z u
´
z
1´ǫ
¯
, so that u˜´ǫ is compactly supported in D and u˜´ǫ Ñ Z u in
the graph norm. Regularizing this approximating sequence by convolution will complete
the proof.
(5) If f P Zp,0c,W spDq “ H
p,0
c,W spDq, then its zero-extension is a compactly supported holo-
morphic current on Cn, and therefore a compactly supported holomorphic form by Weyl’s
lemma. This vanishes by the identity principle.
(6) By definition, there is an f0 P A
p,q
W spC
nq such that f “ f0|D. Let χ P C
8
0 pC
nq be a
cutoff such that χ ” 1 on D and χ ” 0 off D1. Then we can take rf “ χ ¨ f0.
(7) Let f P Ap,0ext,W spDq, so that by Part 6 above there is an
rf P Ap,0c,W spD1q such that
f “ rf |D. By Part 1 above, rf P pW s`1loc qp,0pD1q. Therefore, f “ rf |D PW s`1p,0 pDq.

2.5. Relation of extendable cohomology with Sobolev cohomology. The following
result is at the heart of our approach to function theory on annuli:
Theorem 2.1. Let D Ă Cn be a bounded domain, let 0 ď p ď n, and let s P Z. Then the
inclusion map
i : Ap,˚
W s`1
pDq ãÑ Ap,˚ext,W spDq (2.6)
is a continuous injective cochain morphism. The induced linear map at the level of coho-
mology (see Proposition A.6 below)
ip,q˚ : H
p,q
W s`1
pDq Ñ Hp,qext,W spDq (2.7)
is a continuous bijection of semi-inner-product spaces for each q. Let U Ą D be a bounded
pseudoconvex domain, and N be the B-Neumann operator of U . Then the inverse of the
map ip,q˚ in (2.7) is given by (with f P Z
p,q
ext,W spDq)
pip,q˚ q
´1
´
rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq
¯
“
”
pB
˚
NB rfq|Dı
H
p,q
Ws`1
pDq
, (2.8)
where rf is an extension of f as an element of Ap,qc,W spUq (see Part (7) of Proposition 2.2).
Remark. (1) The map pip,q˚ q
´1 exists algebraically as a linear map but is not known to be
continuous. This is because the extension operation f ÞÑ rf is not known to be continuous.
In fact, it is possible to construct explicit examples to show that pip,0˚ q
´1 is not continuous
for any 0 ď p ď n.
(2) Notice that the dependence of the right hand side of (2.8) on the pseudoconvex neigh-
borhood U , its B-Neumann operator N , and the particular extension rf of f , is illusory,
since the left hand side is defined independently of U .
(3) If the topology on Hp,qext,W spDq is Hausdorff, then it follows from the continuity of i
p,q
˚
that the topology on Hp,q
W s`1
pDq is also Hausdorff. If these spaces are also complete, it
follows by the open-mapping/closed-graph theorem that ip,q˚ is a linear homeomorphism.
(4) In the following, we will use the B-Neumann operator on currents with coefficients
in W spUq even when s ă 0. For such currents, we may use the self-adjointness of the
B-Neumann operator to define its action distributionally, i.e., given f P W sp,qpUq for s ă 0,
we define pNf,ϕq “ pf,Nϕq for all compactly supported smooth forms ϕ P Dp,qpUq,
where p¨, ¨q is the natural extension of the L2-inner product on pp, qq-forms by density to
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an action of a current of degree pp, qq on a pp, qq-form of compact support. To obtain
interior regularity for the canonical solution, we choose an intermediate set U 1 satisfying
D Ť U 1 Ť U and let χ P C80 pUq be supported in U and equal one identically on U
1. Then
for s ď 0 and f PW sp,qpUq supported in U
1
›››B˚Nf›››
W spDq
“ sup
ϕPDp,qpDq
ϕ‰0
pB
˚
Nf,ϕqL2pDq
}ϕ}W´spDq
“ sup
ϕPDp,qpDq
ϕ‰0
pB
˚
Npχfq, ϕ˜qL2pUq
}ϕ˜}W´spUq
“ sup
ϕPDp,qpDq
ϕ‰0
pf, χNBϕ˜qL2pUq
}ϕ˜}W´spUq
ď sup
ϕPDp,qpDq
ϕ‰0
}f}W s´1pUq ¨ }χNBϕ˜}W´s`1pUq
}ϕ˜}W´spUq
ď C}f}W s´1pUq,
where rϕ denotes the zero-extension of ϕ. Here, we have used the known interior regularity
for the canonical solution operator to the B
˚
equation, NB, in Sobolev spaces with non-
negative index.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Notice first that W s`1p,q pDq Ă A
p,q
ext,W spDq, since there is an exten-
sion operator E : W s`1p,q pDq Ñ W
s`1
p,q pC
nq. It follows that Ap,˚
W s`1
pDq Ă Ap,˚ext,W spDq, and
that the inclusion (2.6) is algebraically a cochain morphism, since in both cochain com-
plexes, the differential is the B-operator in the sense of distributions. Since the topology on
the subspace Ap,˚
W s`1
pDq ofW s`1p,˚ pDq is the graph topology coming fromW
s`1
p,˚ pDq and that
on Ap,˚ext,W spDq is the graph topology coming from W
s
p,˚pDq, it is clear that i is continuous.
The map i˚ is continuous since it is induced by the (continuous) cochain morphism
i (see Proposition A.6 ). To see that i˚ is a bijection, first, consider the case q “ 0.
Then Hp,0
W s`1
pDq “ Zp,0
W s`1
pDq, i.e., Hp,0
W s`1
pDq is the space of holomorphic p-forms with
coefficients in W s`1pDq. Similarly Hp,0ext,W spDq “ Z
p,0
ext,W spDq, the space of holomorphic
p-forms which also lie in Ap,0ext,W spDq. Therefore, i
p,0
˚ is simply the inclusion map
Z
p,0
W s`1
pDq ãÑ Zp,0ext,W spDq
which, however, is actually a bijection, since Zp,0
W s`1
pDq “ Ap,0ext,W spDq X ker B, and by
part 7 of Proposition 2.2, we have that W s`1p,0 pDq “ A
p,0
ext,W spDq
Now consider the case q ě 1. Let f P Zp,q
W s`1
pDq be such that rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pDq P kerpi
p,q
˚ q,
i.e., there is a u P Ap,qext,W spDq such that Bu “ f on D. As in the statement of the theorem,
let U be a bounded pseudoconvex domain containing D, let ru P Ap,q´1c,W s pUq have compact
support in U and ru|D “ u (see Part (7) of Proposition 2.2), and set rf “ Bru. Let v “ B˚N rf
be the canonical solution of the B-problem Bv “ rf in U . (Notice that B rf “ 0 in U , and
as in the statement of the theorem, N denotes the B-Neumann operator of U .) Then, by
interior elliptic gain in the B-Neumann problem, we have that v0 :“ v|D PW
s`1
p,q´1pDq, and
Bv0 “ f P W
s`1
p,q pDq. Therefore v0 P A
p,q´1
W s`1
pDq, so that f P Bp,q
W s`1
pDq. It now follows
that the class rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pDq “ 0, so that kerpi
p,q
˚ q “ 0, and i
p,q
˚ is injective.
To show that ip,q˚ is surjective, we construct a right inverse. If rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq is a class in
H
p,q
ext,W spDq where f P Z
p,q
ext,W spDq, by Part (7) of Proposition 2.2 there is an
rf P Ap,qc,W spUq
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such that rf |D “ f . Let g “ B rf so that (since rf P Ap,qc,W spUq) we have g P Bp,q`1c,W s pUq, and
set u “ B
˚
Ng, the canonical solution of Bu “ g. Let
u0 “ u|D “ pB
˚
Ngq|D (2.9)
Then by interior regularity, u0 P W
s`1
p,q pDq and Bu0 “ 0, so u0 P Z
p,q
W s`1
pDq. Also, since
Bpu´ rfq “ 0 on U , it follows that u´ rf “ Bv on U , where we can take v “ B˚Npu ´ rfq.
Then we have v0 “ v|D P A
p,q´1
ext,W spDq, so that on D, we have u0 “ f ` Bv0. Then we have
ip,q˚
´
ru0sHp,q
Ws`1
pDq
¯
“ ripu0qsHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq “ ru0sHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq
“ rf ` Bv0sHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq “ rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pDq.
It now follows that ip,q˚ is surjective, and from (2.9), noting that g “ B rf , (2.8) follows. 
3. The exact sequences
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Define the restriction operator ρA on the space of currents
on Ω1 by setting for f a current on Ω1:
ρApfq “ f |Ω.
It is clear that if f P Ap,˚ext,W spΩ1q then ρ
Apfq P Ap,˚ext,W spΩq. Further, from the definition
of Ap,˚ext,W spΩq it follows that the restriction map ρ
A is surjective and continuous as a map
from Ap,˚ext,W spΩ1q to A
p,˚
ext,W spΩq.
Let EA denote the operator which extends currents on the hole Ω2 to the whole envelope
Ω1 by setting them equal to zero on the annulus Ω:
EApfq “
#
f on Ω2
0 on Ω,
provided that this defines a current on Ω1. In particular, it is clear that if f P A
p,˚
c,W spΩ2q
then EApfq P Ap,˚c,W spΩ1q Ă A
p,˚
ext,W spΩ1q. It is clear that the map E
A is continuous and
injective.
Notice that the sequence of cochain complexes of inner-product spaces and continuous
cochain maps
0Ñ Ap,˚c,W spΩ2q
EA
ÝÝÑ Ap,˚ext,W spΩ1q
ρA
ÝÑ Ap,˚ext,W spΩq Ñ 0. (3.1)
is exact. In view of the comments in the previous paragraph, we only need to verify exact-
ness at the middle term, i.e., img EA “ ker ρA. But both these subspaces of Ap,˚ext,W spΩ1q
consist of restriction to Ω1 of those F P A
p,˚
W spC
nq whose support is in Ω2.
Therefore (see [Lan02, Chapter XX, Theorem 2.1]) we obtain a long exact sequence of
semi-inner-product spaces and linear maps:
¨ ¨ ¨
pρA˚ q
p,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1ext,W spΩq
c
p,q´1
AÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qc,W spΩ2q
pEA˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qext,W spΩ1q
pρA˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qext,W spΩq
c
p,q
AÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(3.2)
where the continuous maps ρA˚ and E
A
˚ are induced by the cochain maps ρ
A and EA
respectively, and cA is the connecting homomorphism. One can easily check using the
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definition that for f P Zp,qext,W spΩq, we have
c
p,q
A
´
rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩq
¯
“
„´
B rf¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2

H
p,q`1
c,Ws
pΩ2q
, (3.3)
where rf P Ap,qext,W spΩ1q is an extension of f (see Part 7 of Proposition 2.2).
For the envelope Ω1 and the hole Ω let
piΩ1˚ q
p,q : Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ1q Ñ H
p,q
ext,W spΩ1q
and
piΩ˚ q
p,q : Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq Ñ Hp,qext,W spΩq
be the continuous isomorphisms given by Theorem 2.1. If we let Rp,q˚ and λ
p,q be as in the
statement of Theorem 1.1, then we have the following:
Lemma 3.1. The following equalities hold, where we suppress the superscripts p, q from
all maps for simplicity:
(1) ρA˚ ˝ i
Ω1
˚ “ i
Ω
˚ ˝R˚,
(2) λ “ cA ˝ i
Ω
˚ ,
(3) EA˚ “ 0.
Proof. (1) Let f P Zp,q
W s`1
pΩ1q. Then a direct computation shows that
ρA˚ ˝ i
Ω1
˚
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ1q
¯
“ rf |ΩsHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩq “ i
Ω
˚ ˝R˚
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ1q
¯
and thus the equality in Part (1) holds.
For Part (2), let f P Zp,q
W s`1
pΩq. Then a direct computation shows that
pcA ˝ i
Ω
˚ qprf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩqq “ cA
´
rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩq
¯
“
„´
B rf¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2

H
p,q`1
c,Ws
pΩ2q
(where rf P Ap,qext,W spΩ1q is an extension of f)
“
”`
BEf
˘ˇˇ
Ω2
ı
H
p,q`1
c,Ws
pΩ2q
with E as in (2.1)
“ λ
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩq
¯
see (1.6).
For Part (3), we first assume that 1 ď q ď n and let f P Zp.qc,W spΩ2q. Let U be a bounded
pseudoconvex domain containing Ω1, let rf P Zp,qc,W spUq be the extension by zero of f to U ,
and let N be the B-Neumann operator on U . Then
EA˚ rf sHp,q
c,Ws
pΩ2q “ rE
Af sHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩ1q
“
„´
BB
˚
N rf¯ˇˇˇ
Ω1

H
p,q
ext,Ws
pΩ1q
“ 0,
where in the first step, note that EAf , being the zero extension of f P Zp.qc,W spΩ2q, is
automatically in Zp,qext,W s, and in the second step, we have used the fact that BE
Af “ 0 on
Ω1, and hence B rf “ 0 on U . When q “ 0, this is a trivial consequence of Proposition 2.2,
part 5.
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
Lemma 3.1 above is equivalent to the fact that in the following diagram the triangle
and the rectangle both commute:
H
p,q
ext,W spΩ1q H
p,q
ext,W spΩq H
p,q`1
c,W s pΩ2q
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ1q H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq
pρA˚ q
p,q c
p,q
A
pi
Ω1
˚ q
p,q
R
p,q
˚
i
p,q
˚
λp,q
(3.4)
Combining this with EA˚ “ 0 we see that the following sequence is exact:
¨ ¨ ¨
R
p,q´1
˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩq
λp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qc,W spΩ2q
0
ÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ1q
R
p,q
˚
ÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq
λp,q
ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
Therefore for each q, the map Rp,q˚ is injective, and the map λ
p,q is surjective. It follows
that (1.5) is exact for each q. We already know that the map R˚ is continuous, being
induced by a continuous map of cochain complexes. The continuity of the map λ follows
from the formula (1.6).
3.2. Preliminaries for Theorem 3.1.
3.2.1. Sobolev realizations of the B-operator. Now we construct a long exact sequence as-
sociated to an annulus which relates the function theory of the annulus with that of its
hole and its envelope. An immediate consequence of our result is Corollary 1.2 of the in-
troduction, and in particular the very important exact sequence (1.7), which encompasses
many of the results about L2-estimates on annuli as found in [LS13, FLTS17] and earlier
works cited there.
Let D be a domain in Cn. By the domain of a W s-realization d of the B-operator on
D, we mean a collection of linear subspaces Ap,q
d,W s
pDq Ă W sp.qpDq, where 0 ď p, q ď n,
such that
(1) Ap,qc,W spDq Ă A
p,q
d,W s
pDq Ă Ap,qW spDq.
(2) if f P Ap,q
d,W s
pDq then Bf P Ap,q`1
d,W s
pDq, with the derivative taken in the sense of
distributions.
(3) for each φ P C8pDq, if f P Ap,q
d,W s
pDq then φf P Ap,q
d,W s
pDq.
Then the B-operator acting on Ap,q
d,W s
pDq in the sense of distributions is said to be a W s-
realization of B. It is clear that the three realizations Ap,˚W spDq, A
p,˚
c,W spDq and A
p,˚
ext,W spDq
of Section 2.2 satisfy the conditions above. As in section 2.3, we obtain a cochain sequence
associated to the realization, and a corresponding cohomology group Hp,q
d,W s
pDq.
3.2.2. Mixed realizations. Let d be aW s-realization of B on the envelope Ω1 of the annulus
Ω “ Ω1zΩ2. We define a mixed realization on Ω which coincides with d along bΩ1 and
with the minimal W s-realization along bΩ2 in the following way. Let A
p,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq consist
of all pp, qq-currents u on Ω of the form
u “ f |Ω ` h, (3.5)
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where #
f P Ap,q
d,W s
pΩ1q, f ” 0 in a neighborhood of Ω2,
h P Ap,qc,W spΩq.
It is easily verified that the three conditions in section 3.2.1 are satisfied by Ap,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq.
Further, if f P Ap,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq then (i) if φ P C8pΩq is such that φ vanishes near bΩ2, then
the product φf P Ap,q
d,W s
pΩ1q, where φf is assumed to be extended by zero in Ω2 and (ii)
if ψ P C8pΩq is such that ψ vanishes near bΩ1, then ψf P A
p,q
c,W spΩq.
Let
EH : Ap,˚
pd,cq,W s
pΩq Ñ Ap,˚
d,W s
pΩ1q
be the zero-extension operator defined in the following way. For u P Ap,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq repre-
sented as in (3.5), we let
EHpuq “ f ` pZ hq|Ω1 , (3.6)
where Z h P Ap,qW spC
nq is the zero extension of h to Cn (see (2.3)). It is not difficult to
see that EH is defined independently of the representation (3.5), and EH is a continuous
cochain map.
3.2.3. Definitions of maps. Suppose that Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 is a bounded annulus in which the
hole Ω2 is Lipschitz, and suppose further that we are given a W
s-realization d of the B-
operator Ap,˚
d,W s
pΩq . Let Ap,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq be the mixed realization on Ω which coincides with
the given realization d along bΩ1 and with the minimal realization along bΩ2 . We define
some maps:
(1) From (3.6), we obtain an induced map at the level of cohomology:
pEH˚ q
p,q : Hp,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq Ñ Hp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q,
which is continuous, since EH is (see Proposition A.6)
(2) Let U be a bounded pseudoconvex domain containing Ω2, and let N denote the B-
Neumann operator of U . Define the modified restriction map
Sp,q : Hp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q Ñ H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ2q
which is given for g P Zp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q by
Sp,q
´
rgsHp,q
d,Ws
pΩ1q
¯
“
„´
B
˚
NBpĄχ ¨ gq¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2

H
p,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
(3.7)
where χ P C80 pΩ1q is a compactly supported smooth function such that χ ” 1 in a neighbor-
hood of Ω2, and Ąχ ¨ g is the form on U obtained by extending the compactly supported form
χ ¨ g by zero on UzΩ1, if this set is nonempty. Note that BpĄχ ¨ gq “ ČBχ^ g PW sp,q`1pUq, so
the interior regularity of the B-Neumann problem will guarantee that
´
B
˚
NBpĄχ ¨ gq¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2
P
W s`1p,q pΩ2q. It will follow from the proof of Theorem 3.1 below that S
p,q is well-defined
and the definition (3.7) is independent of the choice of the pseudoconvex neighborhood U
of the hole Ω2 and the cutoff χ.
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(3) We introduce a modified connecting homomorphism
ℓp,q : Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q Ñ H
p,q`1
pd,cq,W s
pΩq
which is given for f P Zp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q by
ℓp,q
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
¯
“
“
Bpχ ¨ Efq
‰
H
p,q`1
pd,cq,Ws
pΩq
, (3.8)
where χ P DpΩ1q is such that χ ” 1 in a neighborhood of Ω2, and E : W
s`1pΩ2q Ñ
W s`1pCnq is the extension operator acting coefficientwise on forms.
3.3. A long exact sequence associated to annuli. Now we can state and prove the
second main result of this paper, using the notions introduced in the preceding Section 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 Ă C
n be an annulus. Let d be a realization of the B-
operator on W sp,˚pΩ1q, where s is an integer, and 0 ď p ď n. With notation introduced as
above, the following sequence of semi-inner-product spaces and continuous linear maps is
exact:
¨ ¨ ¨
Sp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q
Sp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q
ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(3.9)
3.3.1. Step 1 of proof: From short to long exact sequence. Define for f a current on Ω1:
ρHpfq “ f |Ω2 (restriction to the hole).
We claim that the short exact sequence of inner-product spaces and continuous cochain
maps
0Ñ Ap,˚
pd,cq,W s
pΩq
EH
ÝÝÑ Ap,˚
d,W s
pΩ1q
ρH
ÝÑ Ap,˚ext,W spΩ2q Ñ 0. (3.10)
is exact. It is clear from the definition that EH is an injective continuous cochain morphism.
By definition ρH is a continuous mapping of inner-product spaces. Part 7 of Proposition 2.2
shows that the map ρH : Ap,˚c,W spΩ1q Ñ A
p,˚
ext,W spΩ2q is surjective. Since by hypothesis,
A
p,˚
c,W spΩ1q Ă A
p,˚
d,W s
pΩ1q it follows that ρ
H is surjective onto Ap,˚ext,W spΩ2q. To see exactness
at Ap,˚
d,W s
pΩ1q we simply note that
ker ρH “ tf P Ap,˚
d,W s
pΩ1q | f |Ω2 “ 0u “ img E
H.
Now, again using a well-known result in algebra (see, e.g., [Lan02, Chapter XX, Theorem
2.1]), the short exact sequence (3.10) gives rise to a long exact sequence of semi-inner-
product spaces and linear maps:
¨ ¨ ¨
pρH˚ q
p,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1ext,W spΩ2q
c
p,q´1
HÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
pd,cq,W s
pΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q
pρH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qext,W spΩ2q
c
p,q
HÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(3.11)
where ρH˚ and E
H
˚ are the maps induced on the cohomology by the maps ρ
H and EH, and
therefore are continuous by Proposition A.6, and cH is the “connecting homomorphism”,
a linear mapping
c
p,q
H : H
p,q
ext,W spΩ2q Ñ H
p,q`1
pd,cq
pΩq
defined by the formula (with f P Zp,qext,W spΩ2q),
c
p,q
H
´
rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩ2q
¯
“
“
Bg
ˇˇ
Ω
‰
H
p,q`1
pd,cq
pΩq
, (3.12)
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where the element g P Ap,q
d,W s
pΩ1q is chosen such that ρ
Hpgq “ f. Further, cH is well-defined
independently of the choice of the “lift” g of f .
Recall that the map i˚ : H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ2q Ñ H
p,q
ext,W spΩ2q of (2.7) is a continuous isomorphism
of semi-inner-product spaces, and is in fact the map at the cohomology level induced by the
inclusion map of cochain complexes i : Ap,q
W s`1
pΩ2q ãÑ A
p,q
ext,W spΩ2q. We have the following
representations of the maps ℓp,q and Sp,q introduced in (3.8) and (3.7) above.
Lemma 3.2. We have
ℓp,q “ cp,qH ˝ i
p,q
˚ (3.13)
and
Sp,q “ pip,q˚ q
´1 ˝ pρH˚ q
p,q. (3.14)
Proof. Let f P Zp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q. Then we have
pcp,qH ˝ i˚q
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
¯
“ cp,qH
´
i˚
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
¯¯
“ cp,qH
´
rf sHp,q
ext,Ws
pΩ2q
¯
“
“
Bg
ˇˇ
Ω
‰
H
p,q`1
pd,cq
pΩq
“ ℓp,q
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
¯
,
where g is an element of Ap,q
d,W s
pΩ1q which is mapped by ρ
H onto f . Since f P W s`1p,q pΩ2q,
we can take g “ χ ¨ Ef with χ and E as in (3.8).
Now let g P Zp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q. Then we have`
pip,q˚ q
´1 ˝ pρH˚ q
p,q
˘ ´
rgsHp,q
d,Ws
pΩ1q
¯
“ pip,q˚ q
´1
ˆ“
g|Ω2
‰
H
p.q
ext,Ws
pΩ2q
˙
“
„´
B
˚
NBh
¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2

H
p,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
,
where in the last line we have used the representation (2.8) of pip,q˚ q
´1. Here N is the
B-Neumann operator of a bounded pseudoconvex neighborhood U of Ω2, and h is an
extension of g|Ω2 as an element of A
p,q
c,W spUq. For the cutoff χ in (3.7), which has support
in Ω1 and is 1 near Ω2 we can take h “ Ąχ ¨ g, thus establishing (3.14). 
3.3.2. End of the proof of Theorem 3.1. The representation (3.13) of the map ℓp,q shows
that the definition (3.8) does not depend on the choice of the cutoff χ. Since the map from
Z
p,q
W s`1
pΩ2q to H
p,q`1
pd,cq,W s
pΩq given by f ÞÑ
“
Bpχ ¨Efq
ˇˇ
Ω
‰
H
p,q`1
pd,cq
pΩq
is continuous, it follows by
the universal property of the quotient topology (see diagram A.2) that the induced map
ℓp,q
´
rf sHp,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
¯
“
“
Bpχ ¨Efq|Ω
‰
H
p,q`1
pd,cq
pΩq
is also continuous.
The representation (3.14) shows that Sp,q is defined independently of the choice of the
pseudoconvex open set U and the cutoff χ. To see continuity of Sp,q notice that the map
from Zp,q
d,W s
pΩ1q to H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ2q given by
g ÞÑ
„´
B
˚
NBpĄχ ¨ gq¯ˇˇˇ
Ω2

H
p,q
Ws`1
pΩ2q
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is easily seen to be continuous (using the interior regularity of the canonical solution
operator B
˚
N), and therefore, the map Sp,q induced by this map is also continuous, again
by an appeal to the universal property of the quotient in diagram A.2.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we now see from Lemma 3.2 that each of the
two triangles in the following diagram commutes:
H
p,q
d,W s
pΩ1q H
p,q
ext,W spΩ2q H
p,q`1
pd,cq,W s
pΩq
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ2q
pρH˚ q
p,q
Sp,q
c
p,q
H
i
p,q
˚
ℓp,q
This combined with (3.11) shows that the sequence (3.9) is exact. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.4. Proof of Corollary 1.2. Using Theorem 3.1 it is easy to complete the proof of
the corollary stated in the introduction, which follows on letting the realization d on Ω1
in Theorem 3.1 be the minimal Sobolev realization with domain Ap,qc,W spΩ1q, and noting
that the resulting mixed realization in the annulus is the minimal realization with domain
A
p,q
c,W spΩq.
4. Applications to function theory on annuli
4.1. Duality for Sobolev cohomology. As a first preliminary to applying Theorems 1.1
and 3.1 to concrete questions, we discuss generalization to Sobolev spaces of well-known
duality phenomena for the L2-Dolbeault cohomology (see [CS12]).
Given Banach spaces X and Y , we call a continuous bilinear map β : X ˆ Y Ñ C
perfect if for each continuous functional φ P X˚ there exists a unique y P Y such that
φpxq “ βpx, yq and for each continuous linear functional ψ P Y ˚ there exists a unique
x P X such that ψpyq “ βpx, yq. Note that this bilinear map identifies X˚ with Y and Y ˚
with X, which implies that X and Y are reflexive.
Let D be a bounded domain in Cn, and let 0 ď p, q ď n. Consider the natural bilinear
map
C8p,qpDq ˆD
n´p,n´qpDq Ñ C,
given by
f, g ÞÑ
ż
D
f ^ g. (4.1)
Let s be an integer. Since C8p,qpDq is dense in W
s
p,qpDq and D
n´p,n´qpDq is dense in
pW´s0 qp,qpDq (see part (2) of Proposition 2.2), it follows that the bilinear map (4.1) extends
to a separately continuous bilinear map
W sp,qpDq ˆ pW
´s
0 qn´p,n´qpDq Ñ C, (4.2)
which in fact is continuous by a standard application of the uniform boundedness principle.
We continue to denote this pairing of Hilbert spaces of currents by the integral notation
(4.1). By construction this pairing is perfect.
We can think of the W s-Sobolev realization of the B-operator with domain Ap,qW spDq as
a densely-defined closed operator
BW s : W
s
p,q´1pDq 99KW
s
p,qpDq. (4.3)
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The key to the duality theory in the B problem is the following:
Proposition 4.1. Under the identification of dual spaces given by (4.1), the transpose of
the operator BW s of (4.3) is the unbounded operator
p´1qp`qBc,W´s : pW
s
0 qn´p,n´q´1pDq 99K pW
s
0 qn´p,n´qpDq
with domain An´p,n´q´1
c,W´s
pDq.
In other words, the minimal W´s-realization corresponds to the dual co-chain complex
(up to a sign depending on degree) of the W s-realization in the language of [LTS13].
Proof. We can identify pW sp,qpDqq
1 with pW´s0 qn´p,n´qpDq, and identify pW
s
p,q´1pDqq
1 with
pW´s0 qn´p,n´q`1pDq via the pairing (4.1). To determine the domain of the domain of
definition of pBW sq
1 as a subspace of pW´s0 qn´p,n´qpDq under this identification, note that
this domain consists of those g P pW´s0 qn´p,n´qpDq, for which the map from A
p,q´1
W s pDq to
C given by
f ÞÑ
ż
D
Bf ^ g (4.4)
extends to a bounded linear functional on W sp,q´1pDq. Notice now that if f P C
8
p,q´1pDq
and g P Dn´p,n´qpDq then we haveż
D
Bf ^ g “
ż
D
`
Bpf ^ gq ´ p´1qp`q´1f ^ Bg
˘
“ p´1qp`q
ż
D
f ^ Bg.
Therefore, using the perfectness of the pairing (4.1) we see that (4.4) extends to an element
of pW sp,q´1pDqq
1 if and only if Bg P pW´s0 qn´p,n´q`1pDq i.e., g P A
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq.
Since C8p,q´1pDq is dense in A
p,q
W spDq, and D
n´p,n´qpDq is dense in An´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq it follows
that under the pairing (4.1), for f P Ap,qW spDq and g P A
n´p,n´q´1
c,W´s
pDq we haveż
D
Bf ^ g “ p´1qp`q
ż
D
f ^ Bg.
Therefore, The result follows. 
Recall the definitions of the indiscrete part and the reduced form of a semi-inner-product
space (see (1.3) and (1.4) above). The indiscrete part and the reduced form of a cohomol-
ogy group are called the indiscrete cohomology and the reduced cohomology, respectively.
The pairing (4.2) gives rise to a pairing of reduced cohomologies
RedH
p,q
W spDq ˆ RedH
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq Ñ C (4.5)
called the Serre pairing, given by
rf s , rgs ÞÑ
ż
Ω
rf s ^ rgs :“
ż
D
f ^ g, f P Zp,qW spDq, g P Z
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq, (4.6)
where the integral in (4.6) is understood in the same sense as in (4.1), i.e. as a limit. It is
not difficult to see that this mapping is well-defined and a continuous bilinear mapping of
Hilbert spaces. Using this pairing we can state the following result, analogs of which may
be found in [CS12, Lau67, Ser55, LTS13]:
Proposition 4.2. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Cn, let 0 ď p, q ď n and s be
an integer. Then
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(1) IndHp,qW spDq “ 0 if and only if IndH
n´p,n´q`1
c,W´s
pDq “ 0.
(2) the Serre pairing (4.5) given by (4.6) is perfect, so RedHp,qW spDq and RedH
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDqq
are duals of each other via the Serre pairing.
Proof. Part (1) is equivalent to the statement that Hp,qW spDq is Hausdorff if and only if
H
n´p,n´q`1
c,W´s
pDq is Hausdorff. Further, Hp,qW spDq is Hausdorff if and only if the operator
BW s : W
s
p,q´1pDq 99K W
s
p,qpDq has closed range, but this is equivalent to the fact that the
transposed operator Bc,W´s : pW
s
0 qn´p,n´q´1pDq 99K pW
s
0 qn´p,n´qpDq has closed range,
i.e., Hn´p,n´q`1
c,W´s
pDq is Hausdorff.
Part (2): let γ : RedHp,qW spDq Ñ C be a bounded linear functional. We need to show that
there is a unique cohomology class θ P RedHn´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq such that for each cohomology
class α P RedHp,qW spDq we have
γpαq “
ż
D
θ ^ α.
To see uniqueness of such θ, suppose that there are θ1, θ2 P RedH
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq such that
for each cohomology class α P RedHp,qW spDq we have γpαq “
ş
D
θ1 ^ α “
ş
D
θ2 ^ α. If
θ1 “ rg1s and θ2 “ rg2s, this means that for each f P Z
p,q
W spDq we have
ş
D
f ^pg1´g2q “ 0.
Since f P ker BW s , this means that g1 ´ g2 P range Bc,W´s. Therefore θ1 “ rg1s “ θ2 “ rg2s
in RedHn´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq .
To prove existence of θ, let Bs : W
s
p,qpDq Ñ ker BW s XW
s
p,qpDq denote the orthogo-
nal projection (with respect to the W s inner product) onto the space of B-closed forms.
Consider the linear map rγ : W sp,qpDq Ñ C given byrγpfq “ γprBsf sq,
which is obviously continuous. We can find a g P pW´s0 qn´p,n´qpDq such that rγpfq “ş
D
g^f . We notice that this g in fact lies in Zn´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq: if h P Dp,q´1pDq is a test-form,
then pairing a current against a test form we haveż
D
Bg ^ h “ p´1qp`q`1
ż
D
g ^ Bh “ p´1qp`q`1rγpBhq “ p´1qp`q`1γprBsBhsq “ 0.
Therefore, if θ “ rgs P RedHn´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq, we have γpαq “
ş
D
θ ^ α for each class α P
RedH
p,q
W spDq.
Similarly, if δ : RedHn´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq Ñ C is a continuous linear functional, a similar argu-
ment shows that there is a unique φ P RedHp,qW spDq such that for each β P RedH
n´p,n´q
c,W´s
pDq
we have
δpβq “
ż
D
β ^ φ.

4.2. Vanishing theorems in pseudoconvex domains. In order to apply the exact
sequences, we will need to use vanishing results for the cohomology, which we will now
recall. To state the results succinctly let us introduce the following definition: let s ě 0
be an integer. We will say that a bounded domain D Ă Cn is sufficiently smooth (for the
integer s) if
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(1) s ě 2 and the boundary of D is of class Cs`1.
(2) s “ 1 and the boundary of D is of class C1,1.
(3) s “ 0 and no conditions are imposed on the boundary.
The following result summarizes the basic facts about the B-problem on pseudoconvex
domains. For s “ 0, this goes back to [Ho¨r65], and for s ě 1 to [Koh73]. The more refined
boundary conditions were obtained in [Har09] (for s ě 2) and [CH18] for s “ 1.
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn, and let s ě 0 be an
integer. Then Hp,0W spDq is the infinite dimensional Hilbert space of holomorphic p-forms
with W s coefficients. Further, if D is sufficiently smooth in the above sense for the integer
s, we have Hp,qW spDq “ 0 if q ě 1.
From this we can deduce the following, which is well-known for s “ 0 (see [CS12]):
Corollary 4.3. Let D Ă Cn be a bounded pseudoconvex domain for n ě 1 and let s ě 0
be an integer such that D is sufficiently smooth for s. For 0 ď p ď n we have
H
p,q
c,W´s
pDq “
#
0 if 0 ď q ď n´ 1,
can be identified with pHn´p,0W s pDqq
1 if q “ n.
It follows that Hp,n
c,W´s
pDq is Hausdorff and infinite dimensional.
Proof. The case q “ 0 is contained in part 5 of Proposition 2.2. Theorem 4.1 combined
with Proposition 4.2 shows that the groups Hp,q
c,W´s
pDq are all Hausdorff. Therefore, by
Serre duality (Proposition 4.2) the Serre pairing
H
p,q
c,W´s
pDq ˆHn´p,n´qW s pDq Ñ C,
is perfect for all p, q. It follows that Hp,q
c,W´s
pDq “ 0 provided Hn´p,n´qW s pDq “ 0, i.e,
n ´ q ě 1 or equivalently q ď n ´ 1. For q “ n we see that the Serre pairing gives an
identification of Hp,q
c,W´s
pDq with pHn´p,n´qW s pDqq
1. 
4.3. An application of Theorem 1.1: envelopes with vanishing cohomology. In
this section we consider the consequences of the short exact sequence (1.5) when we assume
that in some degree pp, qq we have vanishing of the W s`1-cohomology of the envelope, i.e.,
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩ1q “ 0. (4.7)
(1) Assume that in an annulus (4.7) holds. From the exactness of (1.5), we see that
the map
(4.8)
λp,q : Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq Ñ Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q
is a continuous bijection of semi-inner-product spaces. Notice that such a map does
not necessarily have a continuous inverse if, for example, Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q is indiscrete and
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq is not indiscrete, i.e., has a nontrivial Hausdorff summand. It would be inter-
esting to see if there are annuli for which the cohomologies have these properties.
(2) Assume that in an annulus (4.7) holds, and further that Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q is Hausdorff.
Then since in (4.8), λp,q is an injective continuous map, it follows that Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq is also
Hausdorff. Therefore λp,q in (4.8) is a continuous bijection of Hilbert spaces, and therefore
is an isomorphism (i.e. has a bounded inverse) by a standard application of the closed-
graph theorem.
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Thanks to Proposition 4.2, if Ω2 has Lipschitz boundary, the hypothesis thatH
p,q`1
c,W s pΩ2q
is Hausdorff is equivalent to the hypothesis that Hn´p,n´q
W´s
pΩ2q is Hausdorff.
(3) Assume that in an annulus (4.7) holds, and that Hn´p,n´q
W´s
pΩ2q and H
n´p,n´q´1
W´s
pΩ2q
are both Hausdorff. Then, as we remarked above, Hp,q`1W s pΩ2q is Hausdorff, and therefore by
Serre duality (Proposition 4.2) the pairing (4.6) is perfect and gives rise to an isomorphism
H
p,q`1
c,W s pΩ2q – pH
n´p,n´q´1
W´s
pΩ2qq
1.
Therefore, composing the map λp,q of (4.8) with the Serre pairing, we obtain a perfect
pairing
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq ˆHn´p,n´q´1
W´s
pΩ2q Ñ C (4.9)
given by
rf s, rgs ÞÑ
ż
Ω2
λp,q prf sq ^ rgs “
ż
Ω2
BEf ^ g, (4.10)
where f P Zp,q
W s`1
pΩq, g P Zn´p,n´q´1
W´s
pΩ2q and the integral in (4.10) is interpreted in a
limiting sense as in the Serre pairing (4.6).
(4) The cases s “ 0 and s “ ´1 of the pairing (4.9) were noted by Shaw in [Sha11] for
q “ n ´ 1, when Ω1 and Ω2 are both pseudoconvex. Here the pairing can be represented
as a boundary integral:
Proposition 4.4. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 be an annulus where Ω2 has Lipschitz boundary, and
suppose that 0 ď p, q ď n
(a) (s “ 0) Suppose that Hp,q
W 1
pΩ1q “ 0 and the two groups H
n´p,n´q
L2
pΩ2q and H
n´p,n´q´1
L2
pΩ2q
are both Hausdorff. Then Hp,q
W 1
pΩq is Hausdorff and the pairing
H
p,q
W 1
pΩq ˆHn´p,n´q´1
L2
pΩ2q Ñ C
given by
rf s, rgs ÞÑ
ż
bΩ2
f ^ PΩ2g (4.11)
is perfect, where PΩ2 : Z
n´p,n´q´1
L2
pΩ2q Ñ H
n´p,n´q´1
L2
pΩ2q is the harmonic projection on
Ω2.
(b) (s “ ´1) Suppose that Hp,q
L2
pΩ1q “ 0 and the two groups H
n´p,n´q
W 1
pΩ2q and H
n´p,n´q´1
W 1
pΩ2q
are both Hausdorff. Then Hp,q
L2
pΩq is Hausdorff and the pairing
H
p,q
L2
pΩq ˆHn´p,n´q´1
W 1
pΩ2q Ñ C
given by
rf s, rgs ÞÑ
ż
bΩ2
PΩf ^ g (4.12)
is perfect, where PΩ : Z
p,q
L2
pΩq Ñ H p,q
L2
pΩq is the harmonic projection on Ω.
Remarks:
(1) Recall that the harmonic space in degree pp, qq of a domain D Ă Cn is defined to
be
H
p,q
L2
pDq “ tf P DompBq XDompB
˚
q : Bf “ B
˚
f “ 0u,
where DompBq “ Ap,q
L2
pDq and B
˚
: L2p,qpDq 99K L
2
p,q´1pDq is the Hilbert space adjoint of B :
L2p,q´1pDq 99K L
2
p,qpDq. This is a closed subspace of Z
p,q
L2
pDq, since B
˚
is a closed operator.
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If both B and B
˚
have closed range the harmonic projection PD : Z
p,q
L2
pDq Ñ H p,q
L2
pDq
descends to an isomorphism Hp,q
L2
pDq Ñ H p,q
L2
pDq (Hodge representation of cohomology).
In particular, for each f P Zp,q
L2
pDq, we have rf s “ rPDf s in H
p,q
L2
pDq.
(2) The integrals (4.11) and (4.12) are well-defined. For example, in (4.12), since PΩf
has harmonic coefficients in Ω, it has a trace of class W´
1
2 on bΩ2, and g (which has W
1
coefficients) admits a trace of class W
1
2 .
(3) The perfect pairings (4.11) and 4.12, or more generally the continuous bijection
(4.8) are formal analogs in the theory of Sobolev Dolbeault cohomology of the classical
Alexander duality in topology (see [Bre97]). See [Gol73] for analogous results for the
cohomology of coherent analytic sheaves.
(4) For n “ 1, (4.12) shows the following: the Bergman space H0,0
L2
pΩq of the annulus
is the dual of the space H0,0
W 1
pΩ2q of holomorphic functions of class W
1 on the hole, and
the duality pairing is given by
f, g ÞÑ
ż
bΩ2
fpzqgpzqdz,
where the integral on the right is the usual line integral of one-variable complex analysis.
The other pairing (4.11) similarly identifies the dual of the Bergman space of the hole as
the space of W 1-holomorphic functions on the annulus by the same pairing. These may
be thought of as analogs in the L2-setting of a classical result in complex analysis of one
variable due to Grothendieck-Ko¨the-da Silva (see [LR84, p. 67ff.]). These considerations
can be generalized to higher dimensions to obtain an integral representation of functions
in Bergman spaces in terms of their W´
1
2 boundary values.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. For part (a), all that remains to be shown is that the pairing
(4.9) can also be represented by (4.11). Butż
Ω2
λp,q prf sq ^ rgs “
ż
Ω2
λp,q prf sq ^ rPΩ2gs “
ż
Ω2
BEf ^ PΩ2g
“
ż
Ω2
BpEf ^ PΩ2gq “
ż
Ω2
dpEf ^ PΩ2gq “
ż
bΩ2
f ^ PΩ2g.
Part (b) is proved exactly the same way. 
4.4. Splitting of the Sobolev cohomology of an annulus. The exact sequence (1.5)
splits, like any other exact sequence of vector spaces (see [Lan02, pp. 132 ff.]). Therefore,
there is an injective linear map µ : Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q Ñ H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq such that we have an algebraic
direct sum decomposition of vector spaces:
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq “ Rp,q˚ pH
p,q
W s`1
pΩ1qq ‘ µpH
p,q`1
c,W s pΩ2qq. (4.13)
This splitting is not topological, i.e., the topology on Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq is not the direct sum
topology of the two summands on the right hand side (given by the semi-inner-product
(A.1).) Neither is this splitting natural, i.e., µ is not determined by the exact sequence
(1.5). However, note that (4.13) already determines the cohomology of an annulus as a
vector space, and gives a condition for its vanishing.
More information about the topology of Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq can be obtained applying the obser-
vations of Section A.2:
Proposition 4.5. In the exact sequence (1.5):
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(1) suppose that the cohomology Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q is Hausdorff. Then, in the splitting (4.13),
the map µ can be so chosen that it is a linear homeomorphism onto its image, and
the splitting is topological. However, the splitting is not natural.
(2) if both the cohomology groups Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q and H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq are Hausdorff, then Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ1q
is also Hausdorff, and we have a natural orthogonal splitting
H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq “ Rp,q˚ pH
p,q
W s`1
pΩ1qq ‘ pλ
p,qq:pHp,q`1c,W s pΩ2qq, (4.14)
where pλp,qq: : Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q Ñ H
p,q
W s`1
pΩq is the Hilbert space adjoint of the map
λp,q : Hp,q
W s`1
pΩq Ñ Hp,q`1c,W s pΩ2q of (1.6).
4.5. L2-cohomology of an annulus with pseudoconvex hole. We now combine the
long exact sequence (1.7) and the short exact sequence (1.5) to prove the following result,
which gives L2-estimates on an annulus provided we have L2-estimates on the envelope
and pseudoconvex hole:
Theorem 4.2. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 be an annulus in C
n such that Hp,q
L2
pΩ1q is Hausdorff in
each degree, and Ω2 is pseudoconvex with C
1,1 boundary. Then Hp,q
L2
pΩq is Hausdorff for
each 0 ď p, q ď n, and we have for 0 ď p ď n:
H
p,q
L2
pΩq “
$’&’%
R
p,q
˚ pH
p,q
L2
pΩ1qq if 0 ď q ď n´ 2
R
p,n´1
˚ pH
p,n´1
L2
pΩ1qq ‘ pλ
p,n´1q:
´
H
p,n
c,W´1
pΩ2q
¯
if q “ n´ 1
0 if q “ n,
where the notation is as in Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 4.5.
Proof. First we show that the groupsHp,q
L2
pΩq are all Hausdorff. Thanks to Proposition 4.2,
it suffices to show that the groups Hp,q
c,L2
pΩq are Hausdorff for all 0 ď q ď n.
Since the groups Hp,q
L2
pΩ1q are all Hausdorff, Proposition 4.2 shows that all the groups
H
p,q
c,L2
pΩ1q are also Hausdorff. Also, by Theorem 4.1, we have for the hole that H
p,q
W 1
pΩ2q “
0 when q ě 1.
Now, from (1.7), we have the exact fragment of semi-inner-product spaces
H
p,q´1
W 1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
c,L2
pΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
c,L2
pΩ1q
Sp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q
W 1
pΩ2q
which reduces, for 2 ď q ď n to
0Ñ Hp,q
c,L2
pΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
c,L2
pΩ1q Ñ 0.
Since Hp,q
c,L2
pΩ1q is Hausdorff and pE
H
˚ q
p,q is a continuous injective map, it follows that
H
p,q
c,L2
pΩq is Hausdorff for 2 ď q ď n.
Applying Proposition 4.2 (with s “ 0) to Hn´p,n
L2
pΩq “ 0 shows that Hp,1
c,L2
pΩq is Haus-
dorff.
Finally Part 5 of Proposition 2.2 shows that Hp,0
c,L2
pΩq “ 0 and is therefore Hausdorff.
Letting s “ ´1 in (1.5), we note that each term of the following exact sequence is
Hausdorff for each q:
0Ñ Hp,q
L2
pΩ1q
R
p,q
˚
ÝÝÝÑ Hp,q
L2
pΩq
λp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q Ñ 0,
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where Hp,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q is Hausdorff from Corollary 4.3. Therefore, from the results of Sec-
tion A.2, we conclude that there is an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Hilbert
spaces
H
p,q
L2
pΩq “ Rp,q˚ pH
p,q
L2
pΩ1qq ‘ pλ
p,qqK
´
H
p,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q
¯
which gives the result on noting the value of Hp,q`1
c,W´1
pΩ2q given by Corollary 4.3. 
4.6. The B-problem with mixed boundary conditions. An important special case
of the construction of Section 3.2.2 is when the realization d on Ω1 is the usual maximal
W s-realization. In this case, we obtain a mixed realization Ap,˚
pd,cq,W s
pΩq which coincides
with the maximal W s-realization along bΩ1 and with the minimal W
s-realization along
bΩ2. We denote the corresponding cohomology groups by H
p,q
mix,W spΩq. Theorem 3.1 now
implies that the sequence of semi-inner-product spaces and continuous maps
¨ ¨ ¨
Sp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qmix,W spΩq
pEH˚ q
p,q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,qW spΩ1q
Sp,q
ÝÝÑ Hp,q
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,q
ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
(4.15)
is exact. The interested reader can easily deduce the results obtained in [LS13] regarding
solution of the B-problem with mixed boundary conditions from (4.15) by making the
appropriate vanishing assumptions on the L2-cohomologies of the hole and envelope.
5. Solving B with prescribed support
5.1. Application of the Hartogs phenomenon. Combining Hartogs phenomenon with
the exact sequence (1.5) leads to the following proposition and its corollary. Special cases
of these were noted in [LTS13]:
Proposition 5.1. Let D Ă Cn be a bounded domain such that CnzD is connected. If
n ě 2 then for 0 ď p ď n we have for each integer s that
H
p,1
c,W spDq “ 0.
Proof. Let Ω1 be a large ball such that D Ť Ω1. Denoting D also by Ω2, let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2
be the annulus of which Ω1 is the envelope and D “ Ω2 is the hole. Notice that Ω is
connected, so by the Hartogs phenomenon, the map Rp,0˚ : H
p,0
W s`1
pΩ1q Ñ H
p,0
W s`1
pΩq is an
isomorphism, being simply the restriction map of holomorphic forms. The exact sequence
(1.5) with q “ 0 reduces to
0Ñ Hp,0
W s`1
pΩ1q
isom
ÝÝÝÑ Hp,0
W s`1
pΩq
0
ÝÑ Hp,1c,W spDq Ñ 0
where the surjectivity of Rp,0 implies that λp,0 “ 0. Exactness at Hp,1c,W spDq implies that
the zero map into this space is surjective, which gives us Hp,1c,W spDq “ 0. 
Corollary 5.2. Under the above hypotheses, if D is Lipschitz, Hp,n´1W s pDq either vanishes,
or is an infinite dimensional indiscrete (and therefore non-Hausdorff) space.
Proof. Since Hn´p,1
c,W´s
pDq “ 0, by Proposition 4.2, we have that RedHp,n´1W s pDq “ 0. 
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5.2. Application of vanishing theorems. In this section, we will combine our algebraic
approach with the following known vanishing result on annuli:
Theorem 5.1 (Shaw [Sha85]). Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 be a bounded annulus with C
k boundary,
k ě 2, determined by a pseudoconvex envelope Ω1 and a pseudoconvex hole Ω2 in C
n,
where n ě 2. Then for each 0 ă s ď k ´ 1 we have the following
H
p,q
W spΩq “
$’’’&’’’%
Hausdorff and infinite dimensional if q “ 0
0 if 1 ď q ď n´ 2
infinite dimensional if q “ n´ 1
0 if q “ n.
Proof. When the boundary of Ω is smooth, this follows from [Sha10, Theorems 3.1 and
3.2]. In particular, [Sha10, Theorems 3.1] demonstrates that a solution operator contin-
uous in W spΩq exists on the orthogonal complement of the space of harmonic forms (see
also [Sha85, Ho¨r04]), and [Sha10, Theorem 3.2] demonstrates that the space of harmonic
forms vanishes. We note that Shaw makes use of the space of harmonic forms for the
B-Neumann operator with weights, but the dimension of this space is independent of the
weight (see the final sentence of [Koh73, Theorem 3.19], for example). In particular, the
space of harmonic forms can be identified with the orthogonal complement of the range of
B in ker B, and since neither of these spaces depends on the weight, the dimension of the
orthogonal complement is also independent of the weight.
For k ě 2, this will follow from the induction procedure detailed in [Har09, Lemma 3 ].
Although the results in [Har09] are only stated for pseudoconvex domains, the induction
argument will work provided that the base case is proven, and this will follow from [CH18].

Remark: It does not seem to be known whether Hp,n´1W s pΩq is Hausdorff if s ě 1. There is
good reason to suspect that, as in the case s “ 0, this group is Hausdorff, and it would be
interesting to verify this claim. However, we will see below that conventional techniques
based on the B-Neumann problem are unlikely to be successful in answering this question.
Proposition 5.3. Let D Ă Cn, n ě 1, be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with Cs`2
boundary for s ě 0, and let 0 ď p ď n. Then
H
p,q
c,W spDq “
#
0 if 0 ď q ď n´ 1,
infinite dimensional if q “ n.
Remark. We note that for q ě 2, this can not be proven using standard B-Neumann
techniques, as we will demonstrate in Section 5.3.
Proof. For q “ 0, this has already been proven in part 5 of Proposition 2.2 above.
The case n ě 2 and q “ 1 follows immediately from Proposition 5.1.
For the remaining cases, let Ω1 be a large ball such that D Ť Ω1. Denote D by Ω2 also,
and let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 be the annulus determined by Ω1 and Ω2. The exactness of (1.5) holds
for this annulus.
For the case n “ q “ 1, we use (1.5) (with q “ 0) to obtain an isomorphism of vector
spaces
H
p,0
W s`1
pΩq
R
´
H
p,0
W s`1
pΩ1q
¯ – Hp,1c,W spDq,
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where R is the restriction map on forms from Ω1 to Ω. The left hand side is infinite
dimensional since, for example, for each w P D, the images of z ÞÑ pz ´ wq´k with k ě 1
form an infinite linearly independent family in it. The result follows in this case.
Now let n ě 2 and 2 ď q ď n ´ 1. By Theorem 5.1, we have Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩq “ 0, and
by Theorem 4.1, we have that Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩ1q “ 0. Therefore, from the exactness of (1.5)
(replacing q with q ´ 1) at Hp,qc,W spDq we see that
H
p,q
c,W spDq “ 0 for 2 ď q ď n´ 1.
For q “ n ě 2, we use (1.5) (with q “ n´ 1) to obtain
0Ñ Hp,n´1
W s`1
pΩq
λp,n´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,nc,W spDq Ñ 0.
Here, we have again applied Theorem 4.1. Therefore, λp,n´1 is algebraically an iso-
morphism of vector spaces, and since, by Theorem 5.1, the space Hp,n´1
W s`1
pΩq is infinite-
dimensional, it follows that Hp,nc,W spDq is infinite-dimensional.

We also have the following consequence of Proposition 5.3:
Corollary 5.4. Let D Ă Cn, n ě 1, be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with Cs`2 bound-
ary for s ě 0, and let 0 ď p ď n. Then
H
p,q
W´s
pDq “ 0, for 2 ď q ď n.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, Hp,qc,W spDq “ 0 for 0 ď q ď n´ 1. From this we conclude that
(i) Hn´p,n´q`1
W´s
pDq is Hausdorff if 0 ď q ď n ´ 1, by part (1) of Proposition 4.2, and
that (ii) Hp,q´1c,W s pDq “ 0 if 1 ď q ď n, by a simple change in index. Applying part (2)
of Proposition 4.2 to the statements (i) and (ii) we conclude that Hn´p,n´q`1
W´s
pDq “ 0 if
1 ď q ď n´ 1, which on renaming the indices is precisely the claim of the corollary.
Notice that we cannot say anything about the case q “ 1, since we do not have infor-
mation about whether Hp,n´1W s pΩq is Hausdorff if s ě 1. 
We now solve the B-problem with prescribed support in an annulus:
Proposition 5.5. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 Ă C
n be an annulus, and s ě 0. Assume that Ω1 and
Ω2 are pseudoconvex with smooth boundaries. Then
H
p,q
c,W spΩq “
$’’’&’’’%
0 if q “ 0
infinite dimensional if q “ 1
0 if 2 ď q ď n´ 1
infinite dimensional if q “ n.
Proof. The case q “ 0 has been established in Part (6) of Proposition 2.2 above.
For the case q “ 1, we consider the fragment of the exact sequence (1.7)
H
p,0
c,W spΩ1q
Sp,0
ÝÝÑ Hp,0
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,0
ÝÝÑ Hp,1c,W spΩq
pEH˚ q
p,1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,1c,W spΩ1q,
where we have Hp,0c,W spΩ1q “ H
p,1
c,W spΩ1q “ 0 by Proposition 5.3 above. Therefore the
following sequence is exact:
0Ñ Hp,0
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,0
ÝÝÑ Hp,1c,W spΩq Ñ 0,
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so that ℓp,0 is a linear isomorphism. But Hp,0
W s`1
pΩ2q is infinite dimensional which implies
that so is Hp,1c,W spΩq.
For 2 ď q ď n´ 1, we have that Hp,q´1
W s`1
pΩ2q “ 0 by Theorem 4.1 and H
p,q
c,W spΩ1q “ 0 by
Proposition 5.3. Therefore, by the exactness of (1.7) at Hp,qc,W spΩq we see that the fragment
0Ñ Hp,qc,W spΩq Ñ 0 is exact, which means that H
p,q
c,W spΩq “ 0.
For q “ n, we have that the following is exact from (1.7)
Ñ Hp,n´1
W s`1
pΩ2q
ℓp,n´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,nc,W spΩq
pEH˚ q
p,n
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,nc,W spΩ1q
Sp,n
ÝÝÝÑ Hp,n
W s`1
pΩ2q Ñ .
Since Hp,n´1
W s`1
pΩ2q “ H
p,n
W s`1
pΩ2q “ 0 by Theorem 4.1, this reduces to
0Ñ Hp,nc,W spΩq
pEH˚ q
p,n
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp,nc,W spΩ1q Ñ 0,
which shows that pEH˚ q
p,n is a continuous linear isomorphism of semi-Hilbert spaces. Since
H
p,n
c,W spΩ1q is infinite dimensional, it follows that H
p,n
c,W spΩq is also infinite dimensional. 
Using an argument similar to that used for Corollary 5.4 we can prove the following:
Corollary 5.6. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 Ă C
n be an annulus where n ě 4 and s ě 0. Assume that
Ω1 and Ω2 are pseudoconvex with smooth boundaries. Then
H
p,q
W´s
pΩq “ 0, for 2 ď q ď n´ 2.
5.3. Lack of continuity of the canonical solution in spaces with prescribed sup-
port. As shown in [CS01, Theorem 9.1.2], the B-Neumann operator and the Hodge star
operator can be used to construct a solution to Bu “ f with prescribed support. In
particular, if NDp,q denotes the B-Neumann operator for some bounded pseudoconvex do-
main D Ă Cn and ‹ : Λp,q Ñ Λn´p,n´q denotes the Hodge star operator, then whenever
f P Zp,q
c,L2
pDq for 1 ď q ď n´ 1 and 0 ď p ď n, the form
u “ ´ ‹ BNDn´p,n´q ‹ f P A
p,q´1
c,L2
pDq
solves Bu “ f . This suffices to prove Proposition 5.3 when s “ 0 and 1 ď q ď n´ 1.
When q “ 1, u “ ´ ‹ BNDn´p,n´1 ‹ f is the unique solution in A
p,0
c,L2
pDq to Bu “ f
by part 5 of Proposition 2.2. Hence, Proposition 5.3 implies that this u must also lie in
A
p,0
c,W spDq whenever f P Z
p,1
c,W spDq. The situation is quite different when q ě 2, and we
can show that this operator does not suffice to solve B in Ap,qc,W spDq for s ě 2 and q ě 2.
Proposition 5.7. Let D Ă Cn be a smooth, bounded, pseudoconvex domain. For any
0 ď p ď n and 2 ď q ď n, there exists an infinite dimensional family of forms f P Dp,qpDq
supported in D such that Bf “ 0 but u “ ´ ‹ BNDp,q ‹ f fails to be in A
p,q´1
c,W 2
pDq.
Proof. Let B1 and B2 be balls satisfying B1 Ă D and B2 Ă B1. Let Ω “ DzB2. By
Theorem 3.5 in [Sha10], the B-Neumann operator NΩn´p,n´q`1 exists for 0 ď p ď n and
2 ď q ď n.
Let ρ2 be a smooth defining function for B2 and fix w P bB2 at which Bρ2pwq “
Bρ2
Bz¯1
pwqdz¯1. Let ρ be a smooth defining function for D such that Bρpwq “ dz¯2. Within this
proof, we use B
˚
D and B
˚
Ω to distinguish the adjoint of B and its domain on each of these
domains. Define g P C8n´p,n´q`1pDq by
g “ B
˚
Dpρdz1 ^ . . . ^ dzn´p ^ dz¯1 ^ . . .^ dz¯n´q`2q.
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At our fixed point w,
gpwq “
ˆ
Bρ2
Bz¯1
pwq
˙´1
dz1 ^ . . .^ dzn´p ^ Bρ2 ^ dz¯3 ^ . . .^ dz¯n´q`2 ‰ 0,
when n´ 1 ě q, and
gpwq “
ˆ
Bρ2
Bz¯1
pwq
˙´1
dz1 ^ . . .^ dzn´p ^ Bρ2 ‰ 0,
when q “ n ´ 1. In either case, we see that g|Ω R Dom B
˚
Ω. By Theorem 3.5 in [Sha10]
again,
g|Ω “ BB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1g ` B
˚
ΩBN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1g
for 3 ď q ď n and
g|Ω “ BB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´1g ` B
˚
ΩBN
Ω
n´p,n´1g ` P
Ω
n´p,n´1g,
for q “ 2, where PΩn´p,n´1 is the orthogonal projection onto the infinite-dimensional kernel
of lΩ in L2n´p,n´1pΩq. Since g|Ω R Dom B
˚
Ω, BB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1g is nontrivial in either case.
We may assume that B1 has been chosen to be sufficiently small so that BB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1g
is nontrivial on ΩzB1.
Let χ P C80 pB1q satisfy χ ” 1 in a neighborhood of B2, and set
h “ Bpp1 ´ χqB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1gq
on Ω and h “ 0 on B2. By the interior regularity for the B-Neumann problem, h P
C8n´p,n´q`1pDq X L
2
n´p,n´q`1pDq. Since g P Dom B
˚
D, we also have h P Dom B
˚
D, and on
DzB1 we have
B
˚
Dh “ B
˚
DBB
˚
ΩN
Ω
n´p,n´q`1g “ B
˚
Dg “ 0.
Since Bh “ 0, we conclude that h has harmonic coefficients on DzB1, and hence the Hopf
Lemma guarantees that the gradients of these coefficients are non-vanishing on bD (if these
coefficients are constant on bD, then the B-Neumann boundary condition requires h “ 0
on DzB1, contradicting the non-triviality of h on this set). Hence, h R A
n´p,n´q`1
c,W 2
pDq.
Now, since h P Range B on a pseudoconvex domain, h “ BNDn´p,n´qB
˚
Dh. Using Lemma
9.1.1 in [CS01],
‹h “ ´ ‹ BNDn´p,n´q ‹ p‹B
˚
D ‹ p‹hqq “ ‹BN
D
n´p,n´q ‹ Bp‹hq.
Let f “ Bp‹hq. Then on DzB1, f “ ´p´1q
p`q ‹ B
˚
Dh “ 0, so f is supported in B1.
Since h is smooth in the interior of D, we conclude that f P C8
0,pp,qqpDq. However, u “
´ ‹ BNDn´p,n´q ‹ f “ ´ ‹ h, so u R A
p,q´1
c,W 2
pDq.
Since we can cover D with a countable collection of disjoint closed balls, we can apply
this construction to each ball in the family to obtain an infinite dimensional family of
forms f .

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A. Appendix: Non-Hausdorff functional analysis
In this appendix we collect together definitions and results about the non-Hausdorff
topological vector spaces that arise in the study of cohomology groups. Much of this
material consists of routine variations on well-known results. Proofs are included only
when they are sufficiently different from the classical situation.
A.1. Semi-inner-product spaces.
A.1.1. Definitions and basic properties. By a semi-normed (linear) space, we mean a com-
plex vector space V along with a distinguished seminorm }¨} : V Ñ R (see [Tre`67, Defini-
tion 7.3, page 59]). The semi-normed space pV, }¨}q a becomes a (not necessarily Hausdorff)
topological vector space under the natural semi-metric dpx, yq “ }x´ y}. Using the semi-
metric, one defines a topology on V : a basis for the topology consists of the semi-balls
Bpx, ǫq “ ty P X | dpx, yq ă ǫu.
However, the topology so obtained is not necessarily Hausdorff. For example, the closure
of the singleton txu consists of all y P V such that dpx, yq “ 0, which may be true for a
point different from x.
The semi-normed space pV, }¨}q is a semi-inner-product space (SIP space for short) if
there is a semi-inner-product p¨, ¨q on V such that }x}2 “ px, xq for each x P V , where
a semi-inner product is a sesquilinear, hermitian-symmetric form on V which satisfies
px, xq ě 0. (It is not assumed that px, xq “ 0 only if x “ 0). It is not difficult to check
that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the triangle inequality continue to hold in a SIP
space (though the conditions under which equality holds in these inequalities need to be
modified). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have the following: If X is a SIP space
and z P X is such that }z} “ 0, then for all x P X, we have xx, zy “ 0.
We say that a semi-normed space V is complete if each Cauchy sequence converges, i.e.,
if twju Ă V is such that limj,kÑ8 }wj ´ wk} “ 0 then there is w P V such that wj Ñ w.
A SIP space which is complete in its semi-norm is said to be a semi-Hilbert space.
The following elementary result characterizing continuous maps is proved in the same
way as the Hausdorff case:
Proposition A.1. Let T : X Ñ Y be a linear map of SIP spaces. Then T is continuous
if and only if there is a C ě 0 such that }Tx}Y ď C }x}X .
Given two SIP spaces X and Y , there is a natural semi-inner product on the algebraic
direct sum X ‘ Y , given by@
px, yq, px1, y1q
D
X‘Y
“
@
x, x1
D
X
`
@
y, y1
D
Y
. (A.1)
Notice, however, that if Z “ X ‘ Y is a direct sum of SIP spaces, then we do not have in
general that Y “ XK “ tz P Z : xz, xy “ 0 for all x P Xu. Indeed if X is indiscrete, then
XK “ Z.
The following proposition, versions of which are widely known, describes the structure
of a general SIP space as the sum of an indiscrete and a Hausdorff part. The indiscrete
part IndpXq and the reduced form RedpXq of a semi-inner-product space are defined as in
(1.3) and (1.4). We establish the linear homeomorphism (1.2):
Proposition A.2. Let pX, x¨, ¨yq be a SIP space. Then IndpXq is the unique indiscrete
closed linear subspace of X such that if Z is any linear subspace of X algebraically com-
plementary to IndpXq then
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(1) restricted to Z, the semi-inner product of X is an inner product, so Z is Hausdorff.
(2) the semi-inner product space IndpXq ‘ Z, thought of as a topological vector space,
is linearly homeomorphic to X.
Proof. Recall that IndpXq “ tx P X : }x} “ 0u by (1.3). Then IndpXq is a closed linear
subspace of X and with the restricted semi-norm, IndpXq is indiscrete. Let Z be a linear
subspace of X which is algebraically complementary to IndX, i.e., each element of X can
be uniquely written as y ` z where y P IndpXq and z P Z.
If z P Z is such that }z} “ 0, then z P IndpXq. But since IndpXq X Z “ t0u it follows
that z “ 0. Consequently, Z is an inner-product space.
Let the map P : X Ñ IndpXq be defined by Px “ y, where x “ y ` z is the unique
representation of x as the sum of an element y P IndpXq and z P Z, so that P is the
projection map onto IndpXq and has kernel Z. Then P is continuous, since IndX has the
indiscrete topology. The map
X Ñ IndpXq ‘ Z
given by
x ÞÑ pPx, x´ Pxq
is clearly injective, and it is continuous with respect to the natural topology on IndpXq‘Z,
since each of the two components is continuous. The map IndpXq ‘ Z Ñ X given by
py, zq ÞÑ y ` z is its continuous linear inverse, so this is a linear homeomorphism. The
result follows. 
A.1.2. Quotients. Let X be a TVS (topological vector space) and Z Ă X a linear subspace
of X. The pair pX{Z, πq where X{Z is the quotient topological vector space and π :
X Ñ X{Z is the continuous natural projection enjoys the following universal property:
if f : X Ñ W is a continuous linear map of topological vector spaces such that f |Z “ 0,
then there is a unique continuous linear map f : X{Z Ñ W such that f “ f ˝ π, i.e. the
following diagram commutes:
X W
X{Z
f
π
f
(A.2)
Notice that it follows from this property that as a linear space, X{Z can be identified
with the quotient vector space, defined in the usual way (see [Tre`67, p. 15]). The following
proposition shows that SIP spaces, unlike inner-product spaces, are stable with respect to
quotients.
Proposition A.3. Let pX, p¨, ¨qq be an SIP space, and let Z Ă X be a linear subspace.
There is a semi-inner product x¨, ¨y on the quotient vector space X{Z such that the semi-
norm topology on pX{Z, x¨, ¨yq coincides with the quotient topology.
Proof. Let π : X Ñ X{Z be the quotient map. We define
}πpxq}X{Z “ inf
zPZ
}x` z} , (A.3)
which is defined on all of X{Z since π is surjective, and is easily seen to be a seminorm
using standard arguments. Let f : X Ñ W be a continuous linear map of topological
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vector spaces such that f |Z “ 0, and let f : X{Z Ñ W be the induced map. Now notice
that for each x P X and z P Z we have for a C ě 0 depending only on the map f :››fpπpxqq››
W
“ }fpxq}W “ }fpx` zq}W ď C }x` z}X .
Since this holds for each z P Z, it follows that››fpπpxqq››
W
ď C inf
zPZ
}x` z}X “ C }πpxq}X{Z ,
which shows that f is continuous, and therefore by the universal property (A.2), the
seminorm on X{Z generates the quotient topology. To complete the proof we only need
to show that this semi-norm is generated by a semi-inner-product. A classic argument
well-known for norms and inner products (see ([JVN35])) shows that a semi-norm }¨}V on
a vector space V is generated by a semi-inner product if and only if for all x, y P V we
have the parallelogram identity :
}x` y}2V ` }x´ y}
2
V “ 2 }x}
2
V ` 2 }y}
2
V . (A.4)
Now, let x, y P X and z, w P Z, and apply (A.4) to x` z and y ` w in X. Then
}x` y ` pz ` wq}2 ` }x´ y ` pz ´ wq}2 “ 2 }x` z}2 ` 2 }y ` w}2 .
Let u “ z `w and v “ z ´w. Then, as z and w range independently over Z, so do u and
v. Therefore, we conclude by taking infima of both sides of the above equation that
}πpxq ` πpyq}2X{Z ` }πpxq ´ πpyq}
2
X{Z “ 2 }πpxq}
2
X{Z ` 2 }πpyq}
2
X{Z .
Therefore, since the parallelogram identity holds for the seminorm, the quotient X{Z is a
semi-inner-product space. 
The following fact is proved in the same way as in the classical situation (cf. [Tre`67,
Proposition 4.5, page 34]):
Proposition A.4. Let X be a SIP space and Z a linear subspace. Then the semi-inner-
product on X{Z is an inner-product (equivalently, X{Z is Hausdorff) if and only if Z is
closed in X.
In view of Proposition A.2, for a semi-inner-product space X, the indiscrete part of X
is easily verified to be a closed subspace of X, and each closed subspace of X contains
the subspace IndpXq. The reduced form of X defined by (1.4) is a normed (and therefore
Hausdorff) space, thanks to Proposition A.4.
A.2. Short exact sequences of semi-inner-product spaces. Let
0Ñ X
ρ
ÝÑ Y
λ
ÝÑ Z Ñ 0 (A.5)
be a short exact sequence of semi-inner-product spaces and continuous maps. We collect
here a few simple observations about such sequences:
(1) As with any exact sequence of vector spaces, we have an algebraic isomorphism of
vector spaces Y {ρpXq – Z, and an algebraic splitting, i.e., a direct sum representation of
vector spaces
Y “ ρpXq ‘ µpZq, (A.6)
where µ : Z Ñ Y is an injective linear map. Notice that the splitting is not natural,
i.e., the map µ is not determined by the exact sequence (A.5). We emphasize that this
splitting is not topological, i.e, the topology on Y may be different from the direct sum
topology from the subspaces ρpXq and µpZq.
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(2) Since λ : Y Ñ Z is continuous and vanishes on ρpXq by the universal property of
quotient TVS (see Section A.1.2 above), we obtain an induced continuous linear bijection
λ : pY {ρpXqqtop Ñ Z, (A.7)
where pY {ρpXqqtop is the vector space Y {ρpXq endowed with the quotient topology.
(3) Assume now that in (A.5) the space Z is Hausdorff.
Then since λ is continuous and injective, it follows that pY {ρpXqqtop is Hausdorff, and
by the closed-graph theorem, λ is an isomorphism.
Since pY {ρpXqqtop is Hausdorff, Proposition A.4 implies that ρpXq is closed in Y , and
therefore must contain the indiscrete subspace IndpY q of Y (see (1.3)). Thanks to Propo-
sition A.2, we have a direct sum decomposition of TVS
ρpXq “ IndpY q ‘ V,
where V is a linear subspace of ρpXq algebraically complementary to IndpY q, i.e., each
x P ρpXq has a unique representation x “ y ` z, where y P IndpY q and z P V . Let
W be an algebraic complement of IndpY q in Y such that V Ă W (such a complement
exists for algebraic reasons). Then clearly W is a Hilbert space in the inner product
induced from Y and V is a closed subspace of W , so we have an orthogonal decomposition
W “ V ‘ V 1, where V 1 is the orthogonal complement of V in W . Then we have a direct
sum decomposition of TVS
Y “ ρpXq ‘ V 1.
It follows by exactness of (A.5) that the restriction λ|V 1 : V
1 Ñ Z is a bijective continuous
linear map of Hilbert spaces, and therefore an isomorphism in the category of TVS by the
closed-graph theorem. If we now let µ : Z Ñ Y be the inverse of λ|V 1 , we again obtain a
splitting as in (A.6), but (a) now the splitting is topological, i.e., the topology on Y is the
same as the direct sum topology from the right hand side, (b) though the splitting is still
not natural, since the algebraic complement W cannot be chosen naturally.
(4) Assume now that in (A.5) both the spaces Y and Z are Hausdorff.
Since ρ is continuous and injective and Y is Hausdorff, it follows thatX is also Hausdorff.
Therefore, we have, by standard results in the theory of Hilbert spaces, an orthogonal
direct sum representation
Y “ img ρ‘ pimg ρqK “ img ρ‘ pker λqK “ img ρ‘ imgpλ:q,
where λ: : Z Ñ Y is the Hilbert-space adjoint of λ. Therefore we have a natural orthogonal
splitting
Y “ ρpXq ‘ λ:pZq. (A.8)
A.3. Cochain complexes. In this paper we consider cochain complexes of the form
Ñ Eq´1
dq´1
ÝÝÝÑ Eq
dq
ÝÑ Eq`1
dq`1
ÝÝÝÑ
where each Eq is an inner-product space and the differentials dq are continuous linear
maps satisfying dq ˝ dq´1 “ 0 for each q. Note that it is not assumed that the space Eq
is complete in the norm induced by the inner product. It is of course possible to consider
much more general topologized cochain complexes (see [LTS13]). The cohomology groups
of the complex are the quotient vector spaces
HqpEq “
ZqpEq
BqpEq
, (A.9)
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where ZqpEq “ ker dq and BqpEq “ img dq´1 are the spaces of cocycles and coboundaries
respectively. Since dq is continuous, ZqpEq is a closed subspace of Eq. The following is
clear:
Proposition A.5. If E is a cochain complex of inner-product spaces, then the cohomology
group HqpEq of (A.9) has a natural structure of a semi-inner product space, and this semi-
inner-product gives rise to the quotient topology. This semi-inner product space is an inner
product (and therefore Hausdorff) space if and only if BqpEq is closed as a subspace of
ZqpEq. Further, the inner product space HqpEq is a Hilbert space provided that the space
Eq is a Hilbert space.
Let pE, dq and pF, δq be cochain complexes of inner-product spaces. A continuous
cochain map f is given by continuous linear maps f q : Eq Ñ F q such that for each q
we have δq ˝ f q “ f q`1 ˝ dq, i.e. the following diagram commutes for each q:
Eq F q
Eq`1 F q`1
fq
dq δq
fq`1
It is well-known (see [Lan02, Chapter XX]) that such a map induces a linear map of the
cohomologies in each degree. The functoriality of cohomology interacts nicely with the
topology:
Proposition A.6. Let f : pE, dq Ñ pF, δq be a continuous cochain map between cochain
complexes of inner-product spaces. Then the induced map f q˚ : H
qpEq Ñ HqpF q is contin-
uous for each q.
Proof. Consider the following diagram, where πE and πF denote the natural continuous
projections onto the cohomology groups, and which commutes by the definition of the
induced map f q˚:
ZqpEq ZqpF q
HqpEq HqpF q.
fq
πE
πF ˝f
q
πF
f
q
˚
Using the universal property of quotients as in diagram (A.2), since πF ˝f
q is a continuous
map from ZqpEq to HqpF q which vanishes on BqpEq it follows that the induced map f q˚
is continuous. 
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